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Abstract 
This thesis aims at concluding the latest results concerning the necessary 
conditions for opt imal i ty in vector optimization. We consider constrained op-
t imizat ion problems of which the functions concerned can be vector-valued or 
set-valued. First, we establish a notion of opt imali ty which unifies several known 
notions. Next, generalized separation theorems are discussed. Through these 
separation theorems and the tools from variational analysis we formulate the 
necessary opt imal i ty conditions. In the last chapter we study approximate opti-
mal i ty w i th the related scalarization and variational results. 
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The main goal of the thesis is to study the following constrained vector optimiza-
t ion problem: 
minimize F(x) 
subject to Gi{x) n ( - A ^ ) ^ 0, i = l,…，m (1.1) 
X e f l . 
where - • • , Ym are real topological vector spaces, F : X 一 2^, Gi : X 一 
for 2 = 1, • • • , m are set-valued mappings, 0 C X , 0 ^ A^ C for all 
i = 1 , . . . , m, and a set 0 in Y" containing the origin. Here the minimizat ion is 
w i t h respect to the relation < 0 which is defined by 
yi < e ？/2 i f and only if y2 - Vi e B. (1.2) 
This k ind of problems is closely related to problems in navigation of robots, 
stochastic programming, opt imal control and welfare economics etc. (see [3, 21, 
26] and the references therein) 
In the thesis we survey the results in recent papers (mainly [3], [16] and [36]) 
related to this. 
A (single-valued) mapping f •. X — Y can be viewed as a set-valued mapping 
from X into where the value is { / ( x ) } for each x in the domain X . Thus if 
6 
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the above F, Gi (for all i) are single-valued, then the problem (1.1) becomes: 
minimize f ( x ) 
subject to gi{x) G —A^, i 二 1,... ’ m (1.3) 
X eQ. 
The set 0 is used to assign an order to the vector space Y, say, if 9 = C 
is a pointed convex cone (see Definit ion 2.10), then the relation < c — < e defined 
in (1.2) is a reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive relation. For example, if we 
let y = R^ and C = R； = {(奶’ ••• ,2/n) e W : Vi > 0 for all i } (where " > " 
is the usual "greater than or equal to” in real numbers), then (2/1，•. • , yn) 
(2/1，…,y'n) if and only if 队 < y[ for all i. Some examples of ordering cones 
in infinite dimensional spaces are also of our interest, say F+ = {{x/^} e ： 
Xk > 0 for all k} in IP {1 < p < 00) and 全{[/] G ： 3/ e 
7] such that / > 0 a.e.} in Lp(W) (1 < < 00) (where [ / ] denotes the equiva-
lence class under the equivalence relation on D" identifying two functions which 
are equal almost everywhere). 
Therefore if we consider / : X ^ R and ^^ : X -> R (z = 1, • • • ,m) , 9 = R+, 
Az = ]R+ 全 IR；^  for i 二 1,...，p and Ai = {0} for i 二 p + 1,...，m, then the 
problem (1.3) becomes: 
minimize f { x ) 
subject to gi{x) < 0, i = 1,…，p 
(1.4) 
gi{x) = 0， i 二 p+l,... 
X 
I f X is the Euclidean space W^ and Cl = X , then the above problem is just 
the constrained optimization problem under equality and inequality constraints 
appeared in many standard undergraduate texts on nonlinear programming. How 
to tell the meaning of a local minimizer for this situation? We consider the feasible 
set S = {x eW^ ： gi{x) < 0, for a l H = 1, • • • , n and x e Q}, and say x G 5 is a 
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local minimizer of the above problem if there exists a neighborhood U of x such 
that / ( x ) < f { x ) for any x e S DU. In other words, if we consider the image 
set f(S nU) CR, then f { x ) is the smallest number in the set f[S n U). We 
can do similarly when we study the problem (1.3) (indeed, (1.1) too) , that is to 
say, first we let 5 = { x G X : g i { x ) G —K for all i and x G Q} be the feasible 
set, next we call x G 5 a local minimizer of the problem (1.3) if there exists a 
neighborhood U oi x such that "the element f { x ) is the smallest element in the 
image set f{S 门[/) C Nevertheless, what is the meaning of the quoted part 
in the last sentence? We now raise the first question. 
(1) What is meant by the "smallest element" of a nonempty set A in F? 
To define the "smallest element" we require that the space Y has an order 
(cf. the set 0 given before). We remark that finding out such element is the core 
problem in vector optimization. 
Next we consider the underlying spaces. I f all spaces are assumed to be the 
very general topological vector spaces, then i t is difficult to do hard analysis or to 
make estimates as we have to work without norms or seminorms. On the other 
hand, as we want to generalize the previous results to a large class of underlying 
spaces, we usually work on Banach spaces. This is not a must and we wi l l discuss 
case by case. 
Then we look at the set 0 used for ordering elements in Y. The previous 
examples are all convex cones (see Definit ion 2.12). Nonetheless the first cone 
M^ has nonempty interior while the remaining two cones and (1 < < oo) 
can be checked to have empty interior. Commonly we can obtain better results 
if the cone is assumed to have nonempty interior. 
The mappings given are also very important. We want to understand what 
is essential about the set-valued mappings in order to reach the desired results. 
On the other hand, to formulate the necessary conditions, one way we expect is 
to introduce derivative-like objects. To conclude, we may ask: 
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(2) What restrictions should be given to the underlying spaces in order to work 
out what we want to? 
(3) What restrictions should be given to the "ordering set" 0 in order to obtain 
results? 
(4) How to introduce derivative notions to a general function which can be single-
valued or set-valued? 
The answers of the following questions constitute the core of the thesis. 
(5) What are the methods used to solve the problem? 
(6) How do our main results improve the previously known results? 
We attempt to answer the above questions in the subsequent discussion. 
The outline of the thesis is as follows. 
In Chapter 2, we give an overview of the basic definitions and results needed 
for later discussion. They are related to functional analysis, convex analysis, and 
variational analysis introduced by Mordukhovich and others [25 . 
In Chapter 3’ we introduce an opt imal i ty notion describing the minimal points 
of a set unifying the well-known notions in previous literature (e.g. Pareto min-
imali ty and weak minimal i ty). We also describe what is meant by a local mini-
mizer of the problem (1.1) in this chapter where there are no operator constraints 
(i.e., the only constraint is x G Q). These notions were introduced by Bao and 
Mordukhovich [3 . 
In Chapter 4, we study the most important theorems that contribute to for-
mulating the first order necessary conditions for the opt imal i ty notion given in 
Chapter 3. Roughly speaking, we call all of them separation theorems. We shall 
give the proof of a recent separation theorem by Zheng and Ng [36] and see how 
it improves other previous separation theorems. 
In Chapter 5, we first focus on a new property about a set, which is pro-
posed by Bao and Mordukhovich [3], called the local asymptotic closedness in 
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generalizing several well-known notions. Second we wi l l prove the main theorems 
concerning the necessary conditions for a local minimizer of the problem (1.1). 
They include the fuzzy, Fritz John-like, Lagrange-like conditions and a condition 
related to the inverse of the objective set-valued function. Finally we compare 
the main results to some preceding and related results so as to study the improve-
ments. The results in this chapter are mainly modified from [3]. For one of the 
main results in [3], we suggest an improved version yet the original method given 
in [3] does not work for the improved version (see Theorem 5.21). 
In Chapter 6, we turn to study an opt imal i ty notion which is weaker than 
Pareto minimal i ty called approximate minimality. We go into the construction of 
a notion of approximate minimal i ty which is more general than the standard one 
by Kutateladze [22]. The formulation comes from Gutierrez, Jimenez and Novo 
16]. Then we wi l l find out the necessary conditions for approximate minimal i ty 
by two approaches. The first way is the scalarization approach by Gutierrez, 
Jimenez and Novo. We shall i l lustrate their results in [16]. They did everything 
related to single-valued mappings but we extend some of their results to the set-
t ing of set-valued mappings. The second way is using variational analysis. Zheng 
and Ng [36] formulated a fuzzy version of necessary condition for approximate 
minimal i ty by using their separation theorem (given in Chapter 4), and we wi l l 
demonstrate their proof. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminaries 
Throughout the whole thesis, we consider vector spaces of which the underly ing 
field must be real numbers, and we denote by N the set {1, 2, 3 , … } of natura l 
numbers. 
2.1 Functional analysis 
Definition 2.1. Let X he a vector space. 
(1) The space X is called a topological vector space (TVS) if X is a vector space 
with a Hausdorff topology such that both the addition and scalar multiplication 
are continuous. Denote by X* the continuous dual which is the collection of 
all continuous linear Junctionals on X. We usually use (x*, x) to denote 
x*{x) whenever x* G X * and x e X. 
(2) The weak* topology on X* is the smallest topology on X* such that all eval-
uation maps X* ^ R : X* ^ {x*,x) (for all x e X ) are continuous. 
(Hausdorff) locally convex spaces (abbreviation: LCS) and normed (vector) 
spaces are impor tan t examples of TVS. 
W i t h o u t otherwise specified, we let X be a T V S throughout this section. 
11 
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Given any subset A of X , denote by int⑷，cl⑷，bd⑷ the interior, closure, 
boundary of A respectively. For a sequence { x k } in X , the expression Xk ^ x 
means tha t Xk ^ x and Xk G A. For a sequence {tn} of real numbers,力几丄 0 
means ^^ ^ 0 as n ^ oo and t^ > 0 for al l n. 
We use the notat ion w* to indicate the concepts related to the weak* topology, 
for example, weak* closure oi A d X (liAcl⑷)，weak* convergence (〜）etc. 
Assume X is a normed space. The closed bal l i n X centered at x w i t h radius 
r is denoted by B{x, r) whi le the corresponding open bal l is denoted by D{x, r). 
We use B (resp. B*) to denote the closed un i t bal l i n X (resp. in X*) while D 
(resp. D*) denotes the open uni t bal l i n X (resp. in X*). The distance funct ion 
f rom X to is denoted by d{x, A) or = i n f { | | x — y\\ : y e A}, which is 
Lipschitz in x of modulus 1. The distance between two subsets Ai and A2 of X 
is d(Ai, A2) = inf{ | |a; i — X2\\ ： Xi G Ai,X2 G A2}.. 
m 
I f 义1，…,Xm are normed spaces, then so does the Cartesian product X i 
i^i 
under the norm • • • ,Xm)\\ = ||a:i|| + … + I ts continuous dual is 
m 
isomorphic to X* under the norm . . . , = max{| | :r ⑶，...， 
i=l 
Theorem 2.2 (Banach-Alaoglu). [24，P. 229, Theorem 2.6.18] Let X be a 
normed space. Then the closed unit ball B* in X* is weak* compact. 
Definition 2.3. Let X and Y be two normed spaces and S be a nonempty open 
subset of X. Let f : S — Y be a mapping and x e S be given. We say f is 
Frechet differentiable at x if there exists a continuous linear mapping V / ( x ) : 
X ^ Y^ called the Frechet derivative of f at x, with the property 
lim \\f{x + h ) - f { x ) - V f { m \ = 0 
IN—0 \\h\\ • 
Definition 2.4. A Frechet differentiable mapping f : X 一 Y is strictly differentiable 
at X ^ X if 
hm f { x ) - f { u ) - V f { x ) { x - u ) = 0, 
x—>-x X — U ‘ u^x 
where V f { x ) denotes the Frechet derivative of f . 
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Notice tha t any mapping f continuously Frechet differentiable around x is 
st r ic t ly differentiable at x, but not vice versa. Abou t this point readers can refer 
to [25，P. 19 . 
Definition 2.5. Let X be a vector space, Y be a TVS, S be a nonempty open 
subset of X, f : S — Y be a given map and x be an element in S. If for all 
h e X the limit 
/'⑶⑷全lin/(无+叫-八旬 
\ , i—0 t 
exists and if f ' { x ) is a continuous linear map from X into Y, then f ' { x ) is called 
the Gateaux derivative of f at x and f is called Gateaux differentiable at x. 
We ment ion two impor tan t classical separation theorems. Their proofs can 
be found in [21, P. 74, Theorem 3.16; P. 76, Theorem 3.20；. 
Theorem 2.6 (Eidelhelt 's separation theorem). Let X he a topological vector 
space, A and B be two convex subsets of X. Assume that A has nonempty interior. 
Then i n t (A ) n B = 0 z/ and only if there exist x* e X*\ { 0 } and a G M such that 
(x*, a) < a <〈X*’ b) for all a £ A, b G B, and 
(x*, a) < a for all a e mt{A). 
Theorem 2.7 (Str ict separation theorem). Let A and B he nonempty convex 
subsets of a locally convex space X where A is compact and B is closed. Then 
AnB = ^ if and only if there is x* e X* \ { 0 } such that 
sup(x*, a) < inf (x*, 6). 
aeA beB 
A special class of Banach spaces called Asplund spaces ( introduced by Asplund 
1]) enjoys many nice properties tha t we are interested in. 
Definition 2.8. [29, P. 14, Definitions 1.22] A Banach space X is called an 
Asplund space provided that every continuous convex function defined on a nonempty 
open convex subset D of X is Frechet differentiable at each point of some dense 
Gs subset of D. 
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For example, any reflexive space is Asplund (see [31, P. 88, Proposi t ion 4.7.14, 
4.7.15]). Also, a Banach space is an Asplund space i f i ts dual space is separable 
(see [29, P. 23, Theorem 2.12]). Therefore cq, which is non-reflexive, is an Asplund 
space. From [29, P. 26, Theorem 2.19], a separable Banach space X is an Asplund 
space i f and only i f its dual X* is separable. Hence 1} is not Asplund. Moreover, 
the fol lowing result is wel l -known and useful (cf. Theorem 2.2). 
Theorem 2.9. [25’ P. 196, second last paragraph] If X is an Asplund space, then 
the closed unit ball B* in X* is weak* sequentially compact. 
2.2 Convex analysis 
W i t h o u t otherwise specified we let X be a vector space. 
Definition 2.10. A nonempty set C C X is called a cone if ac ^ C for all 
Of > 0 and c ^ C (Note that a cone must contain the origin). It is pointed if 
C n (—C) = { 0 } . It is solid if X is a TVS and i n t (C ) is nonempty. We call { 0 } 
the trivial cone. A cone C dY is proper if { 0 } ^ C ^ Y . 
The next proposi t ion follows immediately f rom definit ions: 
Proposition 2.11. IfC C X is a cone, then C is convex if and only ifC-\-C = C. 
Also, a convex cone C C X is a vector sub space if and only if C \ (_C) = 0. 
Definition 2.12. 
(1) Given a nonempty set C in X. We define a relation <c by: Xi <c X2 if and 
only if X2 — G C. We call C a relation set. 
(2) We call X an ordered vector space if there exists a convex cone C C X 
inducing a relation "<c “ on X. We also say X is a vector space ordered by 
C. The set C is called an ordering cone. 
(3) A binary relation “〜” on X is said to be linear if it satisfies 
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(a) X + z ^ y + z whenever x,y,z ^ X and 工〜y. 
(b) ax ^ ay whenever x,y ^ X, a>{) and x 〜y. 
(4) A relation “〜” on X is called a pre-order if it is reflexive, transitive and 
linear. If in addition it is antisymmetric, then it is called a partial order. 
Next, we suggest a relat ion between the order and the relat ion set in X. The 
fol lowing result can be proved easily. 
Proposition 2.13. 
(1) If C C Y is a convex cone (resp. convex pointed cone), then the relation 
induced from C is a pre-order (resp• partial order) on Y. 
(2) Given a pre-order (resp. partial order) "< “ on X. Then the relation set 
induced from <, C = {x e X : 0 < x} is a convex cone (resp. convex pointed 
cone) in Y. 
Definition 2.14. Let C C X he a cone. The dual cone of C is C* = {x* G X* : 
{x\x) > 0 for all oc G C}. 
Definition 2.15. Given a subset A of X. The core (or algebraic interior) of A, 
written by cor (A) , is defined by 
cor (A) = {a e A : for all x e X, there exists 5 > 0 
such that a + S'x e A for all 0 < 6' < 5}. 
Proposition 2.16. [32, P. 4, Theorem 1.1.2] Let X be a TVS and A C X be a 
nonempty convex set. Then we have: 
(1) mt{A) C cor ⑷ . 
(2) c l (A) is convex. 
(3) If X e i n t ( ^ ) and y G cl(A)，then {ax + {I - a)y \ a e (0 ,1 ] } C i n t ( ^ ) . 
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(4) If A is solid then 
(a) in t (y l ) = cor(yl) and i n t (A ) is convex. 
(b) cl{A) = c l ( in t (A) ) and i n t ⑷ = i n t ( c l ( A ) ) . 
(5) If A is a cone, then in t (y l ) is also a cone and c l (A) + i n t (A ) = i n t ( ^ ) . 
Example 2.17. The standard ordering cone in R R+ = { x e M : x > 0} . For 
R"，it IS R ^ = { O i , ,Xn) ew :Xi>0 for any i } . 
Definition 2.18. The affine hull and conic hull of a set A C X are 
a f f ⑷ = f ] { V C X : AcV.V zs affine} 
and 
cone(A) = f ] { V C X : AcC.C is a cone} = R+ . A 
respectively. The closed affine hull and the closed conic hull of a set A C X is 
af f (A) = c l (a f f (A) ) and cone(A) = cl(cone(A)) respectively. 
Given a funct ion / : 5 R where 5 is a nonempty set and R indicates the 
set of extended real numbers R U { ± o o } . The domain of f is d o m ( / ) = {x e S : 
f { x ) e R } . The epigraph of f is e p i ( / ) = { ( x , t) e S xR： f { x ) < t } . We say / 
is proper when d o m ( / ) • 0 and j [ x ) > —oo for al l x e S. 
Definition 2.19. Let X be a vector space and S be a nonempty convex subset of 
X. A function f : S is said to be convex if 
fiax + (1 - a)y) < a f { x ) + (1 - a ) f { y ) 
for any x,y e S, a e [0,1] with the convention (+oo) — ( —oo) = 0. ( + o o ) = 
+ 0 0， 0 . ( - 0 0 ) = 0. 
Proposition 2.20. [32, P. 4O, Theorem 2.1.1] Let f : S C X R. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
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(1) f is convex. 
(2) d o m ( / ) is a convex set and f{ax + (1 - a)y) < a f { x ) + (1 — a ) f { y ) for any 
x,y e dom(/)，a G [0,1 . 
(3) e p i ( / ) is a convex subset of S xR. 
Definition 2.21. Let A be a nonempty subset of a vector space X. We denote 
by 5A X 4 R U { + 0 0 } the indicator function of A defined by Sa{x) = 0 if x G A 
and 5a[x) = + 0 0 otherwise. 
Note dom((5yi) 二 A and = ] x R+. By Proposi t ion 2.20, 6a is a convex 
funct ion on X if A is convex. 
Definition 2.22. Let X be a vector space and Y be a vector space ordered by a 
convex cone C. Also let S he a nonempty subset of X. The mapping f : S 一 Y 
is said to be convex (or C-convex) if for any x,y E S, a G [0,1]； 
+ (1 - a)y) <c a f { x ) + (1 - a ) f { y ) . 
For the above / , we denote the epigraph of f by e p i ( / ) = { ( x , y) E S x Y : 
m <C y} 
Proposition 2.23. [21, P. J^l, Theorem 2.6] Let X be a vector space and Y be 
a vector space ordered by a convex cone C. Also let S be a nonempty subset of X 
and f : S ^ Y be a map. Then f is convex if and only if e p i ( / ) is a convex set 
in S xY. 
The fol lowing var iat ional principle introduced by Ekeland in [9, 10] is renowned. 
Theorem 2 .24 (Ekeland's var iat ional pr inciple). [32，P. 30, Corollary 1.4.2] 
Let ( X , d) be a complete metric space and f : X R be a bounded below lower 
semicontinuous proper function. Let also £ > 0 and Xq G d o m ( / ) be such that 
f{xo) < inf f + e. Then for every A 〉 0 there exists Xx ^ X such that 
X 
f { x x ) < / O o ) , d{xx,Xo) < A 
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and 
f{oox) < f { x ) + xx) for all x e X \ {xa} 
(Therefore xx is a unique global minimizer of the function /(•) + eX~^d{-,Xx) on 
X). 
Definition 2 .25 (Fenchel sub differential and normal cone). 
(1) Let / : X — R a convex function and x E d o m ( / ) . The (Fenchel) 
subdifferential of f at x is d f ( x ) = {x* e X* : (x*, x - x) < f { x ) 一 
f { x ) for all X G X } . Every element of d f { x ) is called a subgradient of f at 
X. 
(2) Let A he a nonempty convex subset of X and x E A. The normal cone to A 
at X is 
N{x] A) = dSA{x) = {x* e X* : {x*, x - x ) <0 for all x e A} 
which is a weak* closed convex cone. 
R e m a r k 2 .26. If x ^ int(义)，one can use the fact that i n t (A ) = cor(A) to show 
N{x; A) = {0}； which is the trivial cone, so only the normal cone to A at a 
boundary point in A can be nontrivial. 
On the other hand, by the definit ions we have: 
Proposition 2.27. If C is a convex cone, then —N{c] C) C C* for any c e C. 
Furthermore — C ) = C*. 
The fol lowing estimate of the subdifferential of the norm w i l l be useful: 
Proposition 2.28. [31, P. 79, Proposition 4-6.2] Let X be a normed space and 
X e X. Define f : X R by f { x ) 二 —到| for all x ^ X. Then for any 
X e X, d f { x ) = {x* e X * : ||x*|| = 1 and {x*,x - x) = ||x 一 到|} if x ^ x, and 
d f i x ) = W . 
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Proposition 2.29. [32, P. 85, Theorem 244(i)] If f X R is convex and 
Gateaux differentiable at x e X , then d f { x ) = { f ' ( x ) } . 
I f the two given functions are convex, then under a m i l d assumption of conti-
nuity, we have the sub differential sum rule [31, P. 76, Proposi t ion 4.5.1] described 
as follows. 
Theorem 2 .30 (Subdifferential sum rule). Let (j)i,(j)2 ： X R be two proper 
convex functions. Suppose there exists x G dom(0 i ) H in t (dom(02)) such that (pi 
is continuous at x for i = 1,2. Then for each x G dom((/)i) H dom((/)2)； one has 
2.3 Relative interiors 
W i t h o u t otherwise specified we assume X to be a TVS. The fol lowing definit ions 
of relative interiors can be found in [32, P. 3, line 3; P. 14, last line; P. 15, 12th 
last line . 
Definition 2.31. Let A be a nonempty subset of X. 
(1) The relative interior of A, denoted by r i ( y l ) , is the interior of A regarded as 
a subset o / a f f ( A ) with the relative topology. In other words, a G r i (y l ) if and 
only if there exists a neighborhood of a, V in X such that V H a f f ( ^ ) C A. 
(2) The intrinsic relative interior of A is defined by 
i r i (A ) = {a e A : cone(yl - a) is a sub space of X } . 
(3) The quasi relative interior of A is defined by 
q r i ( ^ ) = {a e A : — a) is a sub space of X } . 
Proposition 2.32. Let A be a nonempty convex subset of X. Then the following 
statements hold: 
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(1) i n t (A ) C n{A). Equality holds if int{A) ^ 0. 
(2) r i (A ) C i r i (A ) C q r i (A ) . Equality holds if X is finite dimensional or i n t (A ) + 
0 or r i (A ) + 0. 
Proof. Clearly i n t (A ) C n{A). I f i n t (A ) + 0 then by Proposi t ion 2.16 (4a) 
X = a f f (A) . Thus 'mt{A) = n{A). (1) holds. For (2), i t follows direct ly that 
r i (A ) C i r i ⑷ C qr i (A) . The remaining result is not needed in our subsequent 
discussion, so we shall not present the proof but refer the reader to [5, Theorem 
2.12]. • 
Proposition 2.33. Let A he a nonempty convex subset of X. 
(1) I f X = W then r i (y l ) ^ 0. 
(2) If X is a separable Banach space and A is closed，then q r i (A ) + 0. 
Proof. (1) follows f rom [19, P. 103, Theorem 2.1.3] or [20, P. 34, Theorem 2.1.3； 
(Note: the set a f f (A) C R"^ must be closed). (2) is a special case of [32, P. 18， 
Proposi t ion 1.2.9]. • 
Proposition 2.34. Let A he a nonempty convex subset of X. 
(1) If X e r i (A ) and y G c\{A), then {ax + {1 - a)y. a e (0’ 1]} C r i ( ^ ) . 
(2) The set r i (A ) is convex and, when nonempty, is dense in c l(yl) . 
(3) If A is a cone, then r i ( ^ ) is also a cone and c l (A) + r i ( A ) = r i ( ^ ) . 
Proof. For (1), t ranslat ing the set A such tha t i t contains the or ig in and then 
apply ing Proposi t ion 2.16 (3) w i t h X = SiS(A), we obta in the result. (2) and (3) 
are consequences of (1). • 
Proposition 2.35. Let A he a nonempty convex subset of X. 
(1) If X e i r i (y l ) (resp. q r i (A) ) and y e A, then {ax + (1 — a)y : a G (0,1] } C 
i r i (A ) (resp. q r i ( ^ ) ) . 
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⑶ The sets i r i ( ^ ) and q r i (A ) are convex and, when nonempty, are dense in 
cl{A). 
(3) If A is a cone，then in{A) and q r i ( ^ ) are also cones and A + i r i (A ) = i r i (A ) 
and A + q r i (A ) = q r i ( ^ ) . 
Proof. (1) follows f rom [32, P. 3，12th last l ine (v i i i ) ; P. 15，Proposition 1.2.7. 
(2) and (3) are consequences of (1). • 
2.4 Multifunctions 
Let X and Y be nonempty sets. A mapping F : X ^ is called a mul t i funct ion. 
Usual ly we denote i t h y F : X ^ Y . The domain of F is D o m ( F ) = {x e X : 
F{x) + 0} . The range of F is F{X) = | J F{x) which is a subset of y . The 
xex 
(direct) image of A C X under F is F{A) = | J F{x). The inverse image of 
xeA 
B C Y under F is F-\B) = {x e X : F{x) r\ B ^ The graph of F 
is g p h ( F ) = {{x,y) e X x Y : y e F{x)}. The inverse of the mul t i func t ion 
F is a mul t i func t ion F'^ : Y X given by = {x e X : y e F{x)} 
for al l y G Y. The closure of the mul t i func t ion F is a mul t i func t ion c l ( F ) : 
X ^ y given by c l ( i ^ ) (x ) = {y ^ Y : (x, y) G cl(gph(_F))}. Therefore we have 
gph(c l (F ) ) = c l (gph(F) ) . I f y is a vector space ordered by a convex cone C, we 
define the epigraph of F by ep i (F) = {(x,y) e X x Y : y e F [ x ) + C}. Given 
two mul t i funct ions F : X ^ Y and G : Y :=t Z, the composit ion of G and F is 
the mul t i func t ion G o F : X ^ Z given by (G o F){x) = | J G(y). 
yeF{x) 
Remark 2.36. Any single-valued function f : X —> Y can be viewed as a mul-
tifunction f ： X ^ Y by f { x ) = { f { x ) } for all x e X. We shall use back the 
notation f to denote f . Under this identification, D o m ( / ) 二 X, I m ( / ) is the 
image (or range) of f , g p h ( / ) is the graph of f and f-\y、is the inverse image 
of { y } under f . We should keep in mind that many properties on multifunctions 
make sense on single-valued functions under this identification. 
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2.5 Variational analysis 
I n this section, we assume al l spaces concerned are Banach spaces. Most of the 
definit ions and basic results come f rom [25, Chapter 1-3 . 
Given a mul t i func t ion F : X ^ X*, the sequential Painleve-Kuratowski 
upper /outer l im i t w i t h respect to the norm topology of X and the weak* topology 
of X * is 
L imsup F{x) = {x* G X * : there exist sequences Xk ^ x and x^. ^ x* 
X~>x 
w i t h 4 G F { x k ) for al l k G N } . 
Definition 2.37. Let Q be a subset of X and x ^Vt. Define 
(1) the £-normal (s > 0) to Cl at x by 
全[x* G X* : limsup〈工_工〉< ， 
n X — X 
V X~>x ) 
(2) the Frechet normal cone to ft at x by N{x;n)^No{x]n)，and 
(3) the Mordukhovich normal cone to Q at x by 
N{x]Q) = L imsup N,{x]n). 
a _ X~>x 
£>0 
Definition 2.38. A set Q C X is said to be locally closed at x 6 fl if there exists 
a neighborhood U of x such that QnU is closed. 
Remark 2.39. If ^ C X is locally closed at x, then there exists an open neigh-
borhood of X such that cl(Q) nU C 
Proposition 2.40. Let Q C X and x e Q. The following statements hold: 
(1) Both N{x] n) and N{x] Cl) are cones. 
(2) N{x-Q) C 
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(3) For any c e X, we have: N{x] Q.) = N{x + c; Q + c) and N(x] Q) 二 N{x + 
c;Q + c); N{-x] -n) = -N{x] n) and N{-x] -Q) = -N{x] Q). 
(4) For any e > 0, N,{x;c\(n)) = Ne{x]Cl). 
(5) N{x] n) C N{x] c l(Q)) and equality holds when Q is locally closed at x. 
(6) If X is an Asplund space, then N(x] Q) = L imsup N(x; Q). 
Proof. The checking of (1) to (5) is routine. For (6), the inclusion “〕，，is clear. 
For the inclusion " c " , by [25, P. 221, Theorem 2.35] we know N{x]cl{Q))= 
Limsup N{x] c l(Q)). The desired conclusion follows by using (4) and (5). • 
Proposition 2.41. [25, P.6, Proposition 1.2] Given a point x 二 £ x 
C x X 2 . Then N{x] Q i x Q2) = N{xi] ^ i ) x N{x2] ^2) and N{x] Qi x ^ 2 ) = 
N{xuQi) X i V f e 叫 
The fol lowing result [25, P. 7, Proposi t ion 1.5] shows tha t the normal cones 
N(x] n ) and N(x] f l ) coincide w i t h the normal cone defined in Def in i t ion 2.25 (2) 
when Q is convex. 
Proposition 2.42. Let U be a neighborhood of x e ^ C X such that Ct DU is 
convex. Then N{x] Ct) = N{x]Q) = {x* G X * : { x \ x - x ) < 0 for all x G CtnU}. 
Next we introduce two cr i ter ia concerning when strong convergence is impl ied 
f rom weak* convergence. 
Definition 2.43. (SNC and PSNC property) 
(1) A set ^ d X is said to be sequentially normally compact (SNC) at x e Q if 
for any sequence {(^ a；, Xk, x l ) } C [0, 00) x X x X * such that Sk | 0, x/^  x, 
xl e Q) and xl ^ 0 one has —> 0. 
m 
(2) Given Vt C X = Xj, x e Q and J C { ! , • • • , m } . Then is said to be 
j=i — 
partially sequentially normally compact (PSNC) at x with respect to { X j : 
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J e J) (or Y l ^ j or just J) if for any sequence • • • C 
jeJ 
m 
0, oo) X X X 丄丄 X^* such that £k 丄 0 ， x , (xj；,,. •. G N^kixk] 
x*,^ ^ 0 for j e J and 0 for j G {1, • • • ,m}\J one has \\x*j^\\ — 0 
for j e J. 
(3) A multifunction F : X ^ Y is said to be SNC at {x,y) G gph (F ) if gph (F ) 
is SNC at {x,y). 
(4) A multifunction F : X ^Y is said to be PSNC at {x,y) G gph (F ) z /gph (F ) 
is PSNC at (x, y) with respect to X. 
Remark 2.44. If X is an Asplund space, then by Proposition 2.40 (6), Definition 
2.43 (1) and (2) can be modified as follows: keeping the same statements except 
A /S 
removing £a：丄 0 and replacing Ne,^{xk] by N{xk] Q). 
Proposition 2.45. Suppose ft C X is locally closed at x eQ. We have: if Ct is 
SNC at X, then cl(Q) is SNC at x. 
Proof. Remark 2.39 tells i f Xk ^ ^ x, then Xk e ^ for large k. Also invoking 
Proposi t ion 2.40 (4) w i t h £ > 0, we get the conclusion. • 
The next theorem [25, P. 27, Theorem 1.21; P. 31，Proposition 1.25，Theorem 
1.26] gives some necessary and sufficient condit ions for the SNC of a set. 
Theorem 2.46. Given a convex set Q C X. We have: 
(1) / / r i ( Q ) + 0，then fl is SNC at every x e Qif and only 2 / c o d i m ( S ( 0 ) ) < 00. 
(2) If mt{n) ^ 0, then n is SNC at any x en. 
We now introduce a nice type of mappings which are widely studied in l i ter-
ature called Lipschitz-l ike mappings. 
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Definition 2.47. Let F : X Y and {x,y) e g p h ( F ) . We say that F is 
Lips chit z-like (or pseudo-Lipschitzian) at (x, y) with modulus I > 0 if there are 
neighborhoods U of x and V of y such that 
F{x) n y C F{u) + l\\x- ii||B for all x^ueU. 
Lipschitz- l ike mappings enjoy the PSNC property. We describe this, together 
w i t h other situations, precisely as follows. 
Theorem 2 .48. Let F : X 二 Y be a multifunction and (x, y) G gph (F ) . Then 
the following statements hold: 
(1) If F IS SNC at {x, y), then it is PSNC at this point. 
(2) F is PSNC at (x, y) if X is finite-dimensional 
(3) If Y is finite-dimensional, then F is SNC at (x, y) if and only if it is PSNC 
at this point. 
(4) If F is Lipschitz-like at (x, y) then it is PSNC at this point. 
(5) If F = / is single valued and locally Lips chit z at x, then f is PSNC at 
{x, f { x ) ) . Moreover it is SNC at this point if Y is finite-dimensional If in 
addition f is strictly differentiable at x with the surjective derivative V f { x ) , 
then /—I = IS PSNC at { f { x ) , x ) . 
Proof. (1) to (3) follow direct ly f rom definit ions and (4) and (5) follow f rom [25, 
P. 76, Proposi t ion 1.68, Corol lary 1.69]. • 
We employ coderivatives instead of the more natura l graphical derivatives (see 
30, P. 324, Def in i t ion 8.33] or [21]) on the construct ion of derivative-l ike objects 
for mul t i funct ions. 
Definition 2 .49 (coderivatives). Let F : X ^Y and (x, y) G gph (F ) . 
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A 
(1) The Frechet coderivative of F at {x, y) is a multifunction D*F{x^ y) : Y* =| 
X* defined by: for any y* G Y*, 
无,yW) = {x^ e r : (x*, 1*) G y)- g p h ( F ) ) } . 
(2) The Mordukhovich coderivative of F at (x, y) is a multifunction D*F{x, y): 
Y* X* defined by: for any y* G Y*, 
D ^ F { x M y l = K e r : ( x * , - f ) G 7 V ( ( x , ^ ) ; g p h ( F ) ) } 
={x* G X* : there exist sequences Sk i 0，{xk.Vk) — (x, y) 
and {xl.yD 二 0 * , " * ) with {xk.Vk) € gph (F ) and 
(4： -y*k) G for all k}. 
(3) The mixed coderivative of F at (x, y) is a multifunction y) : Y* =4 
X* defined by： for any y* G Y*, 
= {x* G X * : there exist sequences Sk i 0, {xk.yk) 一 
xl ^ X* and yl y* with {xk, Uk) ^ gph (F ) and 
( 4 , - y l ) G Vk)] gph (F ) ) for all k}. 
Remark 2.50. Clearly D*F{x,y){y*) C 无,獻)C D*F(x,y){y*) for any 
y* eY*. If X and Y are Asplund spaces, then by Proposition 2.40 (6), the def-
initions of Mordukhovich coderivative and mixed coderivative can be simplified as: 
/s 
keeping the same statements but removing Sk I 0 and replacing N^^ ((Xk, Uk)] gph.(F)) 
by N{{xk, Vk)] gph(F)). Moreover, if f : X ^ Y is single-valued, then we write 
D*f{x) (resp. D*f{x), D l , f { x ) ) instead of D * f { x J ( x ) ) (resp. D * f { x J { x ) ) , 
D l , f { x J { x ) ) ) . 
Next we show some special situations which the coderivatives can be easily 
computed. A l l types of coderivatives coincide when the graph of the mul t i func t ion 
is convex. Th is result just follows f rom Proposi t ion 2.42 and the first sentence of 
Remark 2.50. 
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Proposition 2.51. [25, P. 45, Proposition 1.37] Let F : X ^ Y be a multi-
function with convex graph. Then for any {x, y) G g p h ( F ) and y* G Y*, we 
have 
= G r : — {y\y) < ( max — (2/*,2/>]). 
L (x,y)Ggph(F) J 
Theorem 2.52 (coderivatives of differentiable mappings). [25, P. Theorem 
1.38] 
(1) Let f X — Y be Frechet differentmble at x, then D*f{x){y*) = {•/(旬、*} 
for all y* G F*. 
(2) If f IS strictly differentiable at x e X , then D * f { x ) { y * ) = D*Mf{x){y*) 二 
{ V / ( x ) * r } for all y*eY\ 
Theorem 2.53. [25, P. 53, Theorem l.U] If F : X Y is Lipschitz-Uke at 
G g p h ( F ) , then 无’郝)={0}. 
Definition 2 .54. For a function f : X and x G dom(/)，we define 
d f { x ) ^ { x * G X * : ( x * , - l ) G N{{x,y)-epi{f))} and 
d m = { x * e X * : (:r*, - 1 ) G 7V((x, y)- e p i ( / ) ) } . 
Remark 2.55. If f : X — R is convex and x e dom(/)， then owing to the 
convexity of the set e p i ( / ) (see Proposition 2.20), it follows from Proposition 
2.42 that two types of subdifferential of f at x defined in Definition 2.54 coincide 
with the Fenchel subdifferential given in Definition 2.25 (1). 
The mixed /Mordukhov ich coderivative and Mordukhov ich subdifferential have 
the fol lowing good relat ion [25，P. 93, Theorem 1.90; P. 291, Theorem 3.28]: 
Theorem 2.56. 
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(1) Let f : X — Y be continuous at x. Then d{y*。f){x) C Dl^f[无)〔y*) for 
all y* eY*. Moreover, the equality holds for all y* G Y* if in addition f is 
Lips chit z at x. 
(2) Suppose the mapping f : X Y between an Asplund space X and a Banach 
space Y is strictly differentiable at x. Then d{y* o f ) { x ) = D*f{x){y*)= 
D l J i M y ” = {•/⑷、*} for all y* G Y*. 
The fol lowing fuzzy sub differential sum rule can be found in [6，Theorem 
6.1.11]. Or ig inal ly i t was proved by Fabian (see [11, Theorem 2]) by using a 
separable reduct ion argument. 
Theorem 2.57. Let X be an Asplund space, (j)i : X ^ RU { + 0 0 } be a lower 
semicontinuous function and 02 : I —股 a Lips chit z function. Suppose x is a 
minimizer of (pi + (pi. Then for any £ > 0； there exist Xi,X2 G D{x, e) such that 
- <£ (i = 1,2； and 0 G d(l)i{xi) + ^ ( x s ) + eW. 
Chapter 3 
A unified notion of optimality 
I n this chapter we study the fol lowing constrained vector opt imizat ion problem: 
minimize Fix) 
(3.1) 
subject to X G 
where F : X =1 y is a mul t i func t ion between two TVSs and Q C X is a nonempty 
constraint set. The set Vl can be a geometric set or described by operators. W h a t 
we do f irst is to introduce what is meant by "min imize" . We are going to study 
an op t ima l i t y not ion introduced in [3] which unifies several wel l -known notions. 
Fi rst we need to recall some basic op t ima l i ty notions. 
3.1 Basic notions of minimality 
I n this section, we assume F is a T V S ordered by a convex cone C dY. Also, 
A is always a nonempty subset of V. The most basic not ion first introduced by 
the economists Edgeworth and Pareto is defined as follows: 
Definition 3.1. Let y e A. Then y is a Pareto minimal point of A with respect 
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to C if An { y - C ) = { y } . Note that 
A n { y - C ) = { y } 
^ { y - A ) n { C \ { 0 } ) = (D 
y = y whenever y ^ A and y <c y 
Denote by Min(A，C) the collection of all Pareto minimal points of A with respect 
to C. 
The words "w i t h respect to C " in the above def in i t ion may be omi t ted in later 
discussion i f i t is understood (similar for other op t ima l i t y notions). 
Definition 3.2. Let y E A. Then y is an ideal minimal point of A if A C y + C. 
Note that 
Acy + C 
^ A n { y - { Y \ { - C ) ) ) = (D 
^ A n { y - { Y \ ( - C ) ) U { 0 } ) = { y } 
y <cy for ally e A 
Denote by I M i n ( A , C) the collection of all ideal minimal points of A. 
I t is clear tha t I M i n ( A , C) C M i n ( A , C) i f i n addi t ion C is pointed. 
Consider a funct ion f : X — Y where X is a T V S and Y is as before. Also 
let S' C X be a nonempty set. 
Definition 3.3. An element x e S is called a (global) Pareto minimizer of f on S 
with respect to C if f { x ) 6 M i n ( / ( 5 ' ) , C). Denote by M i n ( / , 5, C) the collection of 
these mimmizers. We call x e S to be a local Pareto minimizer of f with respect 
to C if X e M i n ( / , 5 n [/, C ) for some neighborhood U ofx. The notions of (local 
and global) ideal minimizers of f are similarly defined，and we omit them here. 
Remark 3.4. 
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(1) We have illustrated that, once we defined the meaning of “Pareto minimal 
point" of a set as in Definition 3.1, we can define what is meant by “local 
Pareto minimizers，，of a function f : X — Y (Definition 3.3). In fact 
Definition 3.1 can be viewed as a special case of Definition 3.3 by letting 
X = Y and f be the identity map. 
(2) Given a multifunction F : X ^ Y and a set S C X, we can also define the 
meaning of "(x, y) is a (global) Pareto minimizer for a multifunction F,，by 
replacing the reference set f{S) C Y in Definition 3.3 by F{S) C Y. The 
collection of such minimizers is denoted by M i n ( F , S', C) (a subset of X xY). 
It is similar for the case of local Pareto minimizers. Using the identification 
described in Remark 2.36, we see that Definition 3.3 is a special case of this. 
Usually this relation and the relation explained in (1) still apply to other 
optimality notions. 
Definition 3.5. Assume that int(C) + 0 (msp. ri(C) + 0, iri(C) + 0, qri(C) + 
0). We say that y ^ A is a weak (resp. relative, intrinsic, quasi) minimal point 
if An { y - i n t (C ) ) = 0 (resp. A n { y - r i (C ) ) = An { y - i r i (C ) ) 二 0, n 
(y — q r i (C) ) = 0 ). Denote the collection of such minimal points by W M i n ( A , C) 
(resp. R M i n ( A C O , I R M i n ( A , C ) , Q R M i n ( A , C)). 
I f y is a weak min ima l point of A , then by the def in i t ion we see tha t 0 朱 i n t (C) . 
In the next section, sometimes we may add the restr ict ion 0 ^ i n t (C ) on the 
convex cone C. Th is restr ict ion is redundant when there exists one weak min ima l 
point . Readers should keep this in mind, and this also works for other notions 
defined in Def in i t ion 3.5. 
As before, we can define (local and global) weak minimizers, relative min i -
mizers etc. of a funct ion f : X Y and a mul t i func t ion F : X ^ Y. Not ing 
that i n t (C ) C r i (C ) C i r i (C ) C q r i (C) by Proposi t ion 2.32, we can easily check 
the fol lowing: 
Proposition 3.6. Let C be a convex cone and A be a nonempty subset ofY. 
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(1) Q R M i n ( A , C) C I R M i n ( A , C) (resp. I R M i n ( A , C) C R M i n ( A , C)，R M i n ( ^ , C) C 
W M i n ( A C)) provided that i r i (C ) + 0 (msp. r i (C ) + 0, i n t (C ) 0； 
(2) If in addition C is a proper solid cone, then M i n f A , C) C W M i n ( A , C). 
(3) If in addition C satisfies r i (C ) + 0 and 0 • r i (C ) (resp. i r i (C ) + 0 and 
0 • i r i (C ) , q r i ( C )章边 and Q 车 q r i ( C ) t h e n Mm{A, C) C R M i n ( ^ , C) 
(resp. Mm{A, C) C I R M m ( A , C ) , M i n ( A , C) C QRMin(A,C)；. 
3.2 A unified notion 
I n this section, we let F be a T V S and A be a nonempty subset of Y. 
Definition 3.7. Let Q C Y be an relation set containing the origin. Given 
y ^ A. We call the point y a local minimal point of A with respect to 0 (or 
local Q-minimal point of A) if there exists a neighborhood V of y such that 
A n { y - e ) n v = { y } . 
The point y is called a (global) minimal point of A with respect to 0 if we can 
choose the neighborhood V in (3.7) to be Y. In other words, 
A n { y - e ) = { y } . 
The not ion unifies the fol lowing previously defined notions as follows. 
Proposition 3.8. Let C C Y he convex cone. For each of the cases (3) to (6) 
below, we assume the corresponding interior is nonempty and does not contain 
the origin. Then y ^ A is a minimal point of A with respect to 
(1) Qrn = C if and only if y e M in ( A , C). 
(2) 0 , = ( y \ ( - C ) ) U { 0 } if and only if y e lMm{A,C). 
(S) = i n t (C ) U {0 } if and only if y G W M i n ( A , C). 
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(4) Qr = r i (C ) U { 0 } if and only if y G R M i n ( A , C ) . 
(5) e^r = i r i (C ) U { 0 } if and only if y G I R M i n ( A , C). 
(6) Gg = q r i (C) U { 0 } if and only if y G Q R M i n ( A C). 
Proof. 
(1) This follows direct ly f rom Def in i t ion 3.1 and Def in i t ion 3.7. 
(2) This follows direct ly f rom Def in i t ion 3.2 and Def in i t ion 3.7. 
(3)-(6) For (3)，since i t is assumed 0 • i n t (C ) so ( in t (C) U { 0 } ) \ { 0 } = i n t (C) \ 
{ 0 } 二 int((7). Th is is t rue also for other interiors. Bearing this in mind, the 
results follow f rom Def in i t ion 3.5 and Def in i t ion 3.7. • 
Besides the known orders given in the above proposit ion, in our discussion 
we hope to involve other kinds of orders. We i l lustrate two examples which are 
related to economics and are special cases of the unif ied not ion. 
The first example is the lexicographical order. Intu i t ive ly, we consider two 
goods A and B. A is considered to be much more impor tan t than B by Mr . Lee. 
Then when comparing whether 3 quantit ies of A and 2 quantit ies of B is better 
than 2 quantit ies of A and 3 quantit ies of B, he w i l l compare the quantit ies 
of A f irst to conclude that the former combinat ion is better. I n other cases if 
the quantit ies of A in two choices are the same, then M r . Lee w i l l compare the 
quantit ies of B. This s i tuat ion is described mathemat ical ly as follows. 
Example 3.9 (Lexicographical order in R " ) . Let x 二（rci, • • • 
y = (Vi,. • •，Vn) G IR". Define the lexicographical order -<i by: x 々 y if and only 
if Xl <2/1 or Xl = yu - • • = yk, Xk+i < yu+i for some 1 < k < n - 1. Define 
Qi = {y e ： 0 y} U {0}，which is a convex solid cone containing the origin 
and not being a subspace. Then we can discuss the Qi-minimal points. 
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Example 3.10 (Preference relat ion). Let Y be a set and Q CY xY (Cartesian 
product). Let R be a binary relation on Y given by xRy if and only if (x, y) G Q. 
Given x,y 6 Y. 
(1) A strict preference on Y, denoted by is defined by: x y if and only if 
xRy and not yRx. 
(2) An indifference on Y, denoted by 〜,is defined by: oc 〜y if and only if xRy 
and yRx. In particular when R is reflexive and antisymmetric, then x 〜y if 
and only if x = y. 
(3) A preference on Y, denoted by ：<, is the disjoint union R 二乂 U 〜. 
To describe the set of points being better than (or “better than or equal to，’) a 
given point, we let P(y) = {x eY : x ^ y } and P^{y) = {x e Y : x y}. 
Given A dY. We say that y ^ A is a preference point with respect to preference 
Also, we say that y e A is a weak preference point with respect to strict preference 
AnP^{y) = (D. 
I n practice economists assume Y is the set of alternatives, also the preference 
relat ion on Y is t ransi t ive and any two elements in Y can be compared. 
There is a correspondence [3, Remark 3.2(e)] between 0 - m i n i m a l i t y and pref-
erence point . The proof is routine. 
Proposition 3.11. Every Q-minimal point y of A C Y is a preference point of 
A with respect to the preference defined by P{y) = y — Q. Every preference point 
y of A with respect to some preference ^ is a Q-minimal point of A, where 
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The fol lowing part discusses the most impor tant not ion in this chapter. The 
sett ing is as follows. 
Given two real TVSs X and F , F : X ^ y , 0 Q C X and a relat ion set 9 
in Y containing the origin. We want to solve the problem 
minimize Fix) 
(3.2) 
subject to X E 
where the meaning of "minimize" is explained as follows. 
Definition 3.12. Let (x, y) G gph (F ) and x e Q. 
(1) The point (x, y) is a fully local minimizer (or fully local Q-minimizer if em-
phasizing the relation set 0 . This works also for the notions in (2) and (3)) 
of the problem (3.2) if there exist neighborhoods U of x and V of y such that 
F ( n n u ) n ( y - Q ) n v = { y } . (3.3) 
(2) The point {x, y) is a partially local minimizer of the problem (3.2) if it is a 
fully local minimizer which the neighborhood V in (3.3) is Y. 
(3) The point (x, y) is a global minimizer of the problem (3.2) if it is a fully 
local minimizer which the neighborhoods U and V in (3.3) are X and Y 
respectively. 
The not ion of par t ia l ly local minimizer indeed imitates the conventional no-
tions discussed in Section 3.1. For example, i f the relat ion set 6 = C is a convex 
cone, then (x, y) is a par t ia l local minimizer of the problem (3.2) i f and only i f i t 
is a local Pareto minimizer of the same problem. 
Sometimes we do not need to dist inguish between fu l ly and par t ia l ly local 
rninimizers. 
Proposition 3.13. [3, Proposition 4.2] Given F = f : X 一 Y which is contin-
uous at a given x e X. Then x is a fully local minimizer of the problem (3.2) if 
and only if it is a partially local minimizer. 
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Proof. The " i f part is clear. For the converse, we assume tha t x is a fu l ly local 
minimizer of the problem (3.2). Then there exist a neighborhood U of x and an 
open neighborhood V oi y = f { x ) such tha t 
f { n n u ) n { y - e ) n v = { y } . (3.4) 
Let U = U n which is a neighborhood of x. I t remains to show 
f ( n n U ) n { y - Q ) = { y } . (3.5) 
Suppose there exists y y such that y = f { x ) G V for some x e VLr\U and 
y ey-Q. This implies y (豆— which contradicts (3.4). Thus 
(3.5) holds. • 
Example 3.14. Proposition 3.13 may not hold for discontinuous functions. Con-
sider : R — R given by 
l o g O l ) , i f x ^ 0 
(p{x)= < 
0, z / x 二 0. 
\ 
Then (0, 0) is a fully local minimizer for (p, but is not a partially local minimizer. 
The fol lowing result [3, Proposi t ion 4.4] converts the not ion just discussed to 
standard one in Def in i t ion 3.7. Then the aforementioned problem (3.2) can be 
reduced to the problem of f inding a min ima l point of an a pr ior i given set gph(F) . 
Indeed, this proposit ion shows the first step of proving one of the main results: 
Theorem 5.12 in Chapter 5. 
Proposition 3.15. The point {x,y) is a fully local minimizer of the problem (3.2) 
if and only if it is a local Qfm-minimal point of gph(F) where Qfm C X x Y is 
the product of x - fl and 6 \ { 0 } together with the point (0,0) . In other words, 
efm = {{x — Q) X (e \ {0})) u {(0,0)}. (3.6) 
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Proof. We have: 
(x, y) is a fully local minimizer for the problem (3.2) 
if and only if H U) D {y - Q) OV = {y} 
for some neighborhoods U of x and V oi y 
if and only if gph(F) n [ ⑴ x - ( 0 \ {0 } ) ) ) U {(x,歹)}] n (U x V) = { (x , y)} 
for some neighborhoods U of x and V oi y 
if and only if gph(F) H {(x,y) - G；^) H {U x V) = 
for some neighborhood U x V of (x, y) 




4.1 Zheng and Ng fuzzy separation theorem 
We are going to prove a fuzzy separation theorem [36, Theorem 3.4] which gen-
eralizes the extremal principles and the str ict separation theorem. 
We employ the fol lowing notat ion to reflect how far a given f ini te collection of 
sets is separated. Given finitely many closed subsets A：, • • • , of a Banach space 
X. Let 1 < p < + 0 0 . We denote by 7 p ( ^ i , . • . ， t h e non-intersecting index 
defined by 
/ 1 \ / n - l \ P 
••• , / l n ) = i n f < — XnW^ : rr, G 為 for al l i 二 1 , . . .，n y (4.1) 
\ z= l / 》 
\ z 
/ n - l \ P 
where | Y ^ Xi - Xn ^ | means max \\xi - Xn\\ when p 二 +oo. A special 
/ 
case is that 71 ( ^1 , ^2 ) = d ( A i , A 2 ) (Note d ( A i , A 2 ) is defined in P. 12). Note 
n 
tha t j(Ai,...，An) = 0 i f n 0 and tha t for any e > 0 there exist a^ G A, 
i二 1 
/n-l \ P 
(z = 1, • • • ,n) such that ^ \\ai - a j ” < 7 ( ^ 1 , . . . ’ Ax) + 
\z = l / 
Theorem 4.1. Let Ai, - • • , An be nonempty closed subsets of an Asplund space 
n 1 1 
X such that n A = 0. Let 1 < p,q < + 0 0 with — + — 二 1， £〉0 and a-i G A, 
一 一 P Q 
38 
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(for all 1 < i < n) be such that 
1 
(n-l \ p 
< + £ • (4.2) 
\ z = l 
Then for any A > 0 and p G (0,1) there exist ai e Ai and a* G X * with the 
following properties: 
/ n \ p 
(1) < A; 
/ 
1 
/ n—1 \ q n 
(2) [ | | a * r = 1 ， = 0，a* G 幅]A^) + ^ D * and 
\z=l ) 1=1 1 
= 1 / 
1 
/n—1 \ p n—l 
(3) pi 11 石2 - ^ n i r < - ai). 
\i=l / i=l 
Proof. Define a funct ion cj) : X^ 一 R U { + 0 0 } by 
/ n - l \ P 
0(^1, • • • ,OCn) = \\Xi - Xn\\^ + (^义 x...X/In (工1,…,^n) (4.3) 
Vz=l ) 
for al l ( x i , • • •，Xn) G X"，where X ^ is equipped w i t h the p -norm 
/ n \ p 
1(3:1,. •. ,Xn)\\ = ^ \\xi\\P for any ( x i , ,Xn) e X几. 
Then in view of inf (/)(xi, • • • , Xn) 二 inf (pi^i, • • • , and 
(XI，…,Xn)eX (xi,--- ,Xn)eAlX---xAn 
the assumption we have (f){ai,. •. , a^) < inf{( / ) ( : r i，…,Xn) '•(工丄，.• - , Xn) G + 
£. Choose e' G (0, e) such that ( / ) ( a i , . . . ， < i n f { ( / ) ( x i , . . . , Xn)：(工i,.. • ， G 
e' e 
X ^ } + e'. Then take A' G (0，A) such that — < - . I t follows f rom the Ekeland's 
A A 
var iat ional principle (Theorem 2.24) that there exists (知…，知）G X。such 
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that 
/ n \ p 
y ^ - < X' and (4.4) 
V " / 
g-/ / " V 
• • • , an) < (Kt i， . . .几）+ y； X ] W i^ —而『 for all O i , ,Xn) e 
(4.5) 
From (4.3) we know (f){xi, • . . , Xn) is finite if and only if (x i , • • • , Xn) e A i X • • • x 
An- Thus put t ing any point (x i , • • • , Xn) e x . . . x 人 on the right hand side 
n 
of (4.5) we see that (p{ai, • • • , a^) < +oo or di G Ai for all i. As 门 A i = 0, we 
i=l 
have 
/ n - l \ P 
X^ll 〜—知『>0 (4.6) 
Vi=i / 
This implies that 
(au ...，知）(fln,.. • , An)-
Then there exists /x > 0 such that 
((ai,…，知)+ /ilD)) n ((an, • • • , + mB) = 0. (4.7) 
For each ( X i , . . . , Xn) G X^, we let 
1 \p f ^ \ P 
/(工 1 , . . . ,工 n ) = I 〉 : 工 i - 工 n P H y 〉 ] 冗 i - ^ • 
Then / is a continuous convex real-valued function and (4.5) implies f attains 
a minimum on x • • • x at (ai, • • • , Hence from the definition of 
Frechet sub differential we have 0 6 d{f + (如，•. •，知)• Let p G 
/ r £ 
0, min < - — —, A — A', — > be given. By applying Theorem 2.57, there ex-
V U ^ ^Jy 
ist Xi e X and a^  G Ai (for all i) such that 
/ n \ p / n \ P 
1 1 而 - < A X ] 1石2 - 〜 『 < /^， (4.8) 
\i=l / \ i = l J 
and 
0 G ••• + iV((ai , • • • A i x . . . x A J + P W . (4.9) 
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From (4.4), the second inequality of (4.8), Minkowski inequality and the estimate 
< A — A' we obtain (1). By the first inequality of (4.8) and the estimate (3 
Tl> 
(x i , • • • ,Xn) e (x^, • • • ,Xn) e (a^, • • • , a^) + /xB. By (4.7), 
( ^ l , - - - + (无nr — (4.10) 
1 
(n-1 \ P 
Define g{x i , • • • ,Xn) = ^ \\xi - Xn\\^ for all {x i , • • • ,Xn) 6 Then we 
\z= l / 
have f 二 g 1| . Notice that g and || . are convex and continuous. I t 
follows from (4.9), Theorem 2.30, Proposition 2.28 and Proposition 2.41 that 
0 G dg{xu + N{ai； Ai) x ... x N(an] A^) + (p + D*. 
Hence there exists 
X ) e%(:^ i，.- - (4.11) 
such that 1 
By (4.11) and the definition of the (Fenchel) sub differential of g, we have 
n /n-1 \ p (n-1 \ v 
J 2 { - a l x , - x , ) < 一 II无广无n『 (4.12) 
i=l \i=l J \i=l / 
for all ( x i , … , X n ) 6 X 、 S e t t i n g 工1 = . . . 二 : 二 : r , one has 
I 
n / n -1 \ P 
\i=l J 
for all X e X. As the right hand side of the above inequality is a fixed number, 
n 
we must have ^ a* = 0. This and (4.12) imply that 
Z=1 
1 1 
n-1 /n-1 \ P /n-1 \ p 
- X n - {Xi - Xn)) < ^ _ _ — 
i^l \i=l J / 
for any (x i , • • • , x^) G X " . By taking an arbitrary element (wi, • • • ,〜 - ]_) G 
and lett ing Xi = Ui + Xn (1 < i < n - 1), i t follows that 
I 1 n-1 /n -1 \ P / n -1 \ p 
- {xi - Xn)) < I ^ hiW^ — I X I ~ • 
i=l \i=l J \i=l / 
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Consequently 
( -a j , . . . ’ -a*_i) G (9|| . ||xn-i {xi - x,,,, •..，x'n-i — Xn)- (4.13) 
By (4.10) wc know (.x'l — xv；,,... , Xn- i — x.,,) (0, • • • , 0). Thus wc get from (4.13) 
and Proposition 2.28 
/n—1 \ Ti n—1 /n—I \ v 
^ I K r = 1 and — -t.) = I ^ \\x, — J . (4.14) 
Wc now arrive at (2). By the sccoiid equality of (4.14), the implication ||a*|| < 1 
(1 < i < n — 1) from the first equality of (4.14), Minkowski inequality and (4.8), 
11—\ n—\ u—1 
- = ^ (a* ,x , , 一 x'i) + - x^ — (a^  一 Xi)} 
7 ' = 1 ？ i — \ 
1 1 / fI—I \ p /n—l \ p 
〉 〉 : 工i - -^n , - 〉 : (^n - '^n - i^i - ) 
/ \i=l / 
j_ 1 /n—l \ p /n—l \ p 
^ 〉 : tty； 一 a", 7 一 2 〉 : CLji, _ 工n 一 (^i 一 工i) ？ 
/ / 
1 
/n—l \ p /n—l \ p 
> - 2 5 ^ ( 2 / 3 广 
f ^ ^ ^ y . 
= l l t t z - ttnIP' - 4 ( n -
W i / 
(4.15) 
( fc u ] \ 
Sincc 6 is arbitrary in 0’ mi i i < - - —, A - A', - > , using the sccoiid inequality 
. V U A' nj J 
of (4.8), and (4.6) wc see that 
/ / n - l \ \ / n \ f> 
l im y \\a, — — 4(n — l } i f ] = V \ \ a , — 知 > 0. 
" 一 ) y Vtr y 
I t follows that for a given p G (0,1), one has 
j_ 丄 
///.— I \ P /r;,—1 \ p 
lim f) y ^ 11 a, — a, JI = p } \\ai - a„|| 
(“()+ \ ^ v ^ / 
\ 7.= 1 / \7,= 1 / 
< lim y ^ a, - an “ - 4 ( n - l ) 明 • 
"+VV台 y y 
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This implies tha t there exists a sufficiently small (3 > 0 such tha t 
/ n—1 \ p / n—1 \ n—1 
p ^ \\ai -an\\ < ^ \\ai - 知 『 - 4 ( n - \)p(3 < 2_^{a*,an - a^), 
\i = l / \i=l / 2=1 
where the last inequal i ty follows f rom (4.15). We now have (3) and the whole 
proof. • 
4.2 Extremal principles and other consequences 
Ext remal principles can be viewed as some sort of nonconvex separation theorems. 
They are discussed in the Chapter 2 of [25]. The reference point we study is called 
the local extremal point which is defined as follows: 
Definition 4.2. Let Qi , . . • , Vtn (n k 2) be nonempty subsets of a Banach space 
n 
X. We say that x G ^ f^i is a local extremal point of the set system { f ^ i , • • • ，O^} 
i=l _ 
if there are sequences { a ^ } C X (i = 1,... ,n), and a neighborhood U of x such 
n 
that aik —> 0 as k — oo for all i and + aik)门 V 二 0 for all k. In this case 
i=l 
{Qi, • • • , Q^； x} is said to be an extremal system in X. 
The approximate extremal pr inciple can be derived f rom the preceding the-
orem. The proof can be found in [35，P. 1161，Remark], however we w i l l do i t 
here for completeness. Readers can find this extremal pr inciple in [25, P. 199, 
Theorem 2.20], bu t its or igin is [27 . 
Theorem 4.3 (Approx imate extremal pr inciple). Let X be an Asplund space and 
... , Qn] x} be an extremal system in X. Suppose all fk is locally closed at 
X. Then for every e > 0 there are G n + dB) and x* e “ Q,) + dT 
n n 
for i = 1,... , n such that ^ x* = 0 and ^ ||x*|| = 1. 
i=l i=l 
Proof. By the local closedness assumption, choose ro > 0 such tha t for all 
i = 1, • • • , n, Qi n B{x, ro) is closed. As x is a local extremal point of the 
system { Q i , . • • , Q^ } , there exists r G (0，r。）satisfying: for al l a > 0, there exist 
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Ci, • • • ,Cn ^ X such that ||q|| < — for a l H = 1, • • • , n and + r ) = 
i=l 
0. Th is implies tha t 
n—1 n—1 2 2 
[ I I O + Q) — 0 + c』 | < + llcnil) < Y < + y -
z=l i=l 
Define for all z, = (Qi - \ -C i )nB{x , r). Then for al l i , since Q i n B { x , tq) is closed, 
so does A i . By apply ing Theorem 4.1 w i t h the d a t a p = 1, A i = {Qi + C i ) n B { x , r ) , 
ai = X + Q (z = 1, • • • , n) , £ = — and A = a, there exist cci 6 Q i^ and a* G X * 
Zj 
A (7 
such tha t l lxi — x\\ < a, a* G N{xi] f l i ) + —B* ( i = 1，• • • , n) , max ||a*|| = 1 and 
2 l<i<n 
n n * 
y ^ a* = 0. Note V ^ a* > max a* = 1 and so let a* = ^ ^ ‘ for al l i. 
^ ‘ ^ ‘ — l<z<n ‘ ‘ > 1 a* 
Z=1 2=1 - — 乙 ^ 
n 
We obta in a* G + / * B* c ⑷ + | 『 ， = • and 
n 
||a*|| = 1. The proof is completed. • 
i=l 
Corollary 4.4. Let X be an Asplund space and {Qi, • •. , fin] x} be an extremal 
system in X. Then for any 5 > 0 there are G f l (x + dB) and y* 
n n 
for i = 1,…,n such that ^ y * < £ and 1 - e < ^ ||2/*|| <l + e. 
i=l i=l 
Proof. For a given £ 〉 0 , by Theorem 4.3 there are Xi G Q 门 ( x + - B j C 
N 77/ / 
n 
门(；^  + dB) and y* G N{xi]Qi) and < G B* for z = 1, • • • , n such tha t ^ y* = 
1=1 
/ n \ n 
——y^ z* and y* + -z* = 1. Hence by the tr iangle inequality, 
n \ ^ ^ n / 1=1 
n f n \ / n \ 
二 -長 E l吟。 
2 — 1 i—\ 
We then reach the desired conclusion. • 
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I f we fur ther add SNC assumptions on the above collection { H i , … ， t h e n 
we can derive the so called exact extremal pr inciple as follows: 
Theorem 4 .5 (Exact extremal pr inciple). [25, P. 201, Theorem 2.22(i)] Let X 
be an Asplund space and {Qi, • •. , Q^] be an extremal system in X. Assume 
both Cli are locally closed at x for all i and at least any n—1 sets from the collection 
{Q^ : 1 < i < n} are SNC at x. Then there are x* G N{x] Qi) for i = 1,... ,n 
n n 
such that ^ X * = 0 and ^ ||a:*|| 二 1. 
i—l 2=1 
Proof. By Theorem 4.3 and the fact tha t N{a]A) + eB* C Ne{a;A) for any 
A C X, a e A and e > 0, we have for any A; G N, there exist sequences {xik} C 
/ 1 \ . 
Qi n X + - B , {x*A C Ni(xik] Cli) (for al l i) such tha t for al l z, 





Then for al l i, Xik ^ x a^s k oo and is a bounded sequence in X * . 
yj* 
Since X is Asplund, apply ing Theorem 2.9 we have tha t for al l i, x*^ ~> x* as 
k oo (by passing to a subsequence when necessary). By passing to l im i t as 
k oo, we obta in 
X* G N{xi]Qi) for al l i. (4.18) 
Also by (4.16), 
n 
= (4.19) 
Now we claim tha t ( x j , • • • (0, • • • ,0). Indeed if x* = 0 for al l i, then by 
the SNC assumptions we have for al l 1 < i < n - 1, ^ 0 as /c ^ 00. Then 
n—1 n—1 
= II < ^ \\x*f.\\ — 0 as A; 一 00, contradict ing (4.17). The claim 
i=i 
* 几 
is just i f ied. Hence we let x* = 几‘—for z = 1, • • • ,n. Then ^ || = 1, 
n 
and by (4.18) and (4.19) we have x* G N{xi] Qi) for al l i and ^ x * = 0. • 
2 = 1 
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I f we consider the above exact extremal pr inciple for two convex sets Q i and 
in X and ^ e r^i H 0.2, then the conclusion means tha t there exists 0 ^ x* G 
N{x\ Q i ) n ( - 7 V ( x ; ^2 ) ) which means {x*,xi) < {x*,x) < (x*, X2) for all Xi G Ck 
{i = 1,2). This is the classical separation property of convex sets. 
Not only the extremal principles, the str ict separation theorem (Theorem 2.7) 
can also be derived f rom Theorem 4.1 where the under ly ing space is Asplund. 
Fi rst we prove the fol lowing corollary [36，Corollary 3.3]: 
Corollary 4.6. Let Ai be a nonempty closed subset of an Asplund space X. And 
let A2 be a nonempty, closed, bounded and convex subset of X. Suppose that 
AiD A2 = 0. Then for any e > 0 there exist ai G Ai and a* G iV(ai； ^ i ) with 
I a* II = 1 such that 
d{Ai,A2) - e < inf {a\x) - (a * ,a i ) . 
xeA2 
Consequently, if in addition Ai is convex then 
d{Ai,A2) — £ < inf {a*,x) — max (a * , x ) . 
xeA2 
Proof. Let k be an arb i t rary natura l number and take ai(k) G Ai such tha t 
d{Ai,A2) < \\ai{k) - a2{k)\\ < + ^ = 71(^1,^2) + ^ (4.20) 
(cf. the remark after (4.1)). By Theorem 4.1 (take p 二 1), there exist ai{k) G Ai 
and a*(k) E X* (i = 1,2) such tha t 
WMk) - ai{k)\\ + ⑷ 一 a2{k)\\ < i (4.21) 
max ||a*(A:)|| < 1, a l { k ) + a*(/c) = 0, a*(A;) 6 iV(a,(A:); A ) + i = 口, and 
i=l’2 K 
(4.22) 
(1 - j] \\Mk)-Mm < {al{k)Mk)-Mk))- (4.23) 
V K J 
By (4.22) we take a*{k) G N{ai{k)] A^) such tha t \\a*{k) - a*{k)\\ < j (i 二 2). 
Then by (4.22) and tr iangle inequality, 
l - l < K ⑷ II < 1 + 去， \ \ a l { k ) + a * { k ) \ \ < 丢. （4.24) 
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Notice tha t (4.23) implies 
{al{k),a2{k) - a i { k ) ) > 0. (4.25) 
As a l { k ) G 7V(a2(/c); A2) and A2 is convex, we have 
{a l {k ) ,a2{k ) ) = max(a;(A;), x ) . (4.26) 
xeA2 
Let L = sup ||x|| < 00 (note A2 is bounded). Then by the second equality of 
(4.22) we have 
r T 2L 
-max (a ; (A ; ) , x> < inf (aUk),x) + - + - = inf {al(k),x) + — . (4.27) 
xeA2 xeA2 k k xeA2 k 
Using (4.23), (4.25), (4.26) and (4.27) we derive tha t 
/ 1 • 〜 〜 
1 - -j^J \ \ai{k) - a2{k)\ 
< {al{k)Mk) - M k ) ) 
= ( - ^ { k ) M k ) ) — {al{k)Mk)) + { a l { k ) + m k ) M k ) ) (4.28) 
< (-a;(A;),a2(A:)> -〈石：⑷’石 1 ⑷ 〉 + ||石；[⑷ + 竭⑷IIII石2(A:)|| 
2L 
< -max(aJ(A: ) , x) - { a l { k ) , a i { k ) ) + —-
XEA2 k 
4 L 
< mUal{k),x) - {al{k)Mk)) + - r -
XGA2 K 
By the first two equalities of (4.22) we see that a l { k ) + 0 and so we let a * ( / c ) = 
5 I f ! • Then G 7V(ai(A:); A i ) , \\a*{k)\\ = 1 and 
O'lik) 
(1 —石幻二石2 ( / c ) | | — f ^ _ 剛 , ⑷ 〉 . ( 4 . 2 9 ) 
al{k) xeA2 
By (4.20), (4.21) and the first inequal i ty of (4.24), one has 
(1 - WMk) - M m - f : 1 • 成 ) — 0 — 
i 一 辦 4 成） 
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as /c ^ oo. Now let £ > 0 be given. Then for al l k suff iciently large, we have 
d{A,A2)-e< ( 1 - i ) ^ 剛,x)—〈『⑷，五 1 ⑷〉 
aiytz) xeA2 
where the last inequal i ty follows f rom (4.29). We have proved the first assertion. 
I f in addi t ion A i is convex, then since a l ( k ) G JV(ai(k); A i ) , i t follows that 
{al{k),ai{k)) = mdx{al{k), x). Therefore, f rom (4.28) we get 
xeAi 
/ 1、2 4L 
1 - 7 ||ai(A:)-a2(/c)|| < inf (at(/c), x) - (aU/c), ai(A:)) + — 
y KJ x^A2 K 
〜 4 L 
= i n f { a l ( k ) , x ) — max(at ( /c ) ,x ) + —-. 
xeA2 xeAi k 
Carry ing on the argument as above, we obta in the second assertion. • 
Now we recover the str ict separation theorem in the Asp lund space sett ing 
using the above corol lary (this is done in [36, Remark after the proof of Corol lary 
3.3]). 
Theorem 4.7. Let A and B be nonempty convex subsets of an Asplund space 
X where A is compact and B is closed. Then An B = (!) if and only if there is 
X* e X*\ { 0 } such that 
sup(x*, a) < inf (x*, h). 
aeA beB 
Proof. The " i f part is clear. For the "only i f par t , we know tha t d(A, B) > 0 
since A (1 B = (/} and A is compact. By tak ing A i 二 尽 = A and £ = 
成2’ 成 ) 〉 0 in Corol lary 4.6 we obtain the desired conclusion. • 
A separation theorem similar to Theorem 4.1 except tha t the Asp lund space 
sett ing is replaced by the Banach space sett ing and the Frechet normal cone is 
replaced by the Clarke normal cone, is shown in Zheng and Ng's recent paper 
36, Theorem 3.1]. By using tha t result the str ict separation theorem under the 
Banach space sett ing can be derived. Since this similar result is not used in the 
later discussion, we omi t the details here. 
Chapter 5 
Necessary conditions for the 
unified notion of optimality 
We now formulate the necessary condit ions for the unif ied not ion defined in Chap-
ter 3. Note tha t in this chapter, the under ly ing spaces are always Banach spaces. 
5.1 Local asymptotic closedness 
I n this section we let y be a Banach space. Bao and Mordukhov ich [3, Def in i t ion 
3.3] introduced the fol lowing L A C property which is an essential assumption to 
the fol lowing results. 
Definition 5.1. Let A C Y and y G cl(A). The set A is said to have the 
local asymptotic closedness (LAC) property at y (or A is local asymptotic closed 
(LAC) at y) if there exist a neighborhood V of y and a sequence { c / J C Y with 
\ck\\ — 0 as k — oo satisfying 
( c l ( ^ ) + Ck)nV C A \ { y } for all keN. (5.1) 
R e m a r k 5.2. If A is LAC at y, then c l (A) is also LAC at y (because C1(C1(/]L))= 
cl(A)). However the converse may not be true. For example, let A = {(饥，仍)G 
A / I \ 
(f : yi > 0} and y = (0,0) G c l ( ^ ) = IR+ x M. Then consider Ck = h r , 0 so 
‘ / 
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Cfc — 0 and c l (A) + Ck =(股+ + 丢 ) x R C cl{A) \ {0} for all k. This means 
c l (A) is LAC at y. However for any c G R^； c l (A) + c contains some point not 
in A. Therefore A is not LAC at y. 
Mathemat ica l ly speaking, the importance of L A C assumption is tha t i t guar-
antees the local extremal i ty of the ©-min ima l points introduced in Chapter 3 (see 
Def in i t ion 3.7). 
Theorem 5.3. [3, Theorem 3.4] Let Q be a relation set in Y and y e A be a 
local Q-minimal point of A. We consider the following statements: 
(A) The point y is a local extremal point of the set system { A , y - c l ( 6 ) } . 
(B) The point y is a local extremal point of the set system {cl{A),y - 9}. 
(C) The point y is a local extremal point of the set system { c l ( A ) , y - c l (G) } . 
Then the following assertions hold: 
(1) If 0 is LAC at 0, then (A) is true. If in addition A is locally closed at y, 
then (C) is true. 
(2) If A IS LAC at y, then (B) is true. If in addition 0 is locally dosed at 0， 
then (C) is true. 
(3) If both A and Q are LAC at y and 0 respectively, then (C) is true. 
Proof. Since y e A he a, local 9 - m i n i m a l point of A, then there exists a neigh-
borhood V of y such tha t A D (y - O) D V = { y } imp ly ing 
A n ( y - e \ { 0 } ) n T/ 二 0， and (5.2) 
= 0. (5.3) 
(1) As 0 is L A C at 0, ^ - 9 is L A C at y. Hence there exist a sequence { q J in 
Y converging to 0 and a neighborhood Vi of y such tha t 
{y — c l ( 0 ) + Cfc) n F i C (y - 9 ) \ = ^ - e \ { 0 } for al l k e N. 
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Hence, using (5.2), we see that for each k, 
An{y- Ci(e) + Ck) n {V nVi) c An {y - Q \ { 0 } ) n y = 0. 
Thus (A) is true. Suppose further A is locally closed at y. Then there exists 
a neigborhood V2 of y such that cl(A) n C A. As a result, by (5.2), for 
each k, 
ci{A) n { y - Ci(e) + Ck) n{vnvin V2) 
= ( c i ( A ) n 乂2) n {{y 一 d ( e ) + Ck) n y o n y 
c An(^-0\{o})ny = 0. 
This implies (C). 
(2) The desired result follows by wr i t ing a similar proof as (1) and using (5.3) 
instead of (5.2). 
(3) As cl(A) is LAC at y and y - Q is LAC at y, there exist two sequences {a^} 
and {ck} converging to 0 and a neighborhood V oiy such that for all k, 
(ci(A) + a , ) n y c 
and 
{y-cl(e) + C k ) n V c y - Q \ { 0 } . 
Consequently, using (5.2), for each k, 
(cl(A) + ak) n ( d (歹 - Q ) + Ck)nV = {c\{A) + a,) D {y - cl(0) + c )^ H y 
c { A \ { y } ) n { y - Q \ { 0 } ) n V = (D. 
Hence we get the desired conclusion. 
• 
The next result [3, Proposition 3.8, Corollary 3.9] illustrates the LAC property 
of the ordering cones discussed in Section 3.2. 
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Proposition 5.4. Let C (Z Y be a convex cone. Then the following statements 
hold: 
(1) / / i n t ( C ) 寺见 and 0 • int(C)， then both i n t (C ) and = i n t (C ) U { 0 } are 
LAC at 0. 
(2) If r i (C ) •免 and i ti{C), then both r i (C ) and G^ = r i (C ) U { 0 } are LAC 
at 0. 
(3) If C\ ( - C ) ^^ and C is locally closed at 0，then Qm = C is LAC at 0. 
(4) / / i n t ( C ) ^ 0 then Qi = {Y \ (-C)) U { 0 } is LAC at 0. 
(5) The lexicographical ordering cone (cf. Example 3.9) 0/ is LAC at 0. 
Proof. 
(1) Take an arb i t rary c 6 i n t ( C ) \ { 0 } . Define for al l k, Ck = k^^c. Then as i n t (C) 
is a cone we have c^ G i n t (C ) for all k. Also c^ ^ 0 as /c oo. Invoking 
Proposi t ion 2.16 (4b) and (5), and not ing 0 • i n t (C ) , we have for al l k, 
c l ( i n t (C) ) +CA, = c l (C) + C c l (C) + i n t (C ) = i n t (C ) = i n t (C ) \ { 0 } . (5.4) 
Thus i n t (C ) is L A C at 0. W i t h the observations tha t c l ( in t (C) U { 0 } ) = 
c l ( i n t (C) ) and ( in t (C) U { 0 } ) \ { 0 } = i n t (C ) \ { 0 } , i t follows f rom (5.4) that 
i n t (C ) U { 0 } is also L A C at 0. 
(2) The conclusion is obtained by wr i t i ng a similar proof as tha t of (1), w i t h 
apply ing Proposi t ion 2.34 (2) and (3). 
(3) Since C is local ly closed at 0, then there exists £ > 0 such tha t 
c l (C) neMcC. (5.5) 
Then pick c e C \ (—C) (then c 0) and consider Ck = k-^c for al l k. We 
have Ck G C\{—C) and c^ ^ 0 as A: —> 00. For each k, Ck • —C so 0 ^ C + c^. 
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As C is a convex cone, by using Proposit ion 2.11， 
C + CkCC\{0} for al l k. (5.6) 
Choose K e N such that for al l k > K, ||cfc|| < Consider the sequence 
1 丄 
{dn} = {ck}k>K converging to 0, and let V = - e B . Then for all n, 
jU 
(cl(C) + dn)nv c c l (C) n d B + dn. (5.7) 
Indeed, i f ^ G c l (C) and \\y + dn\\ < then ||y|| < \\y + dn\\ + | | ‘ | | < 
Hence y e sB and (5.7) is proved. Therefore by (5.7), (5.5) and (5.6), 
(cl(C) + dn)nv C cl(C) neB + dn C C-hdn C C\{0} for all n 
which implies that C is L A C at 0. 
(4) Pick c e in t (C) and consider Ck = k'^c for all k. Notice 
c i (e , ) = c i ( ( y \ (-C)) u { 0 } ) = c i ( y \ (-c)) = y \ (—in t (c ) ) (5.8) 
and as 0 ^ F \ ( - C ) , 
e . \ { 0 } = ( ( y \ ( - C ) ) U {0 } ) \ { 0 } = ( F \ ( - C ) ) \ { 0 } = Y\ (-C). (5.9) 
We claim that 
F \ ( - i n t ( C ) ) + Cfc C y \ (-C) for al l k. (5.10) 
Indeed, i f there exist /c G N and y eY such that y - Ck e Y \ - i n t ( C ) but 
y G —C, then since c^ G in t (C) , y - Ck e -C - Ck C - i n t ( C ) which is a 
contradiction. (5.10) is seen to be true. Finally, using (5.8), (5.10) and (5.9), 
we have for all k, 
c i (e , ) + c, = y \ ( - i n t ( c ) ) + c, C y \ ( - c ) = e , \ {o } . 
This means is L A C at 0. 
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(5) Note tha t 6 / has nonempty interior and 0 ^ i n t ( 0 / ) . By apply ing (1) the 
set i n t ( 0 / ) is L A C at 0. I t follows f rom the fact c l (B/ ) = c l ( i n t (9 / ) ) (see 
Proposi t ion 2.16 (4b)) that Qi is also L A C at 0. 
• 
Remark 5.5. If in addition the above convex cone C is locally closed at 0, then 
we can imitate the proofs of (1) and (3) with using Proposition 2.35 (2) and (3) 
to show that i r i (C ) (resp. qn{C)) is LAC at 0 provided that i r i (C ) ^ 0 and 
0 • i r i (C ) (resp. q r i (C) + 0 and 0 • q r i (C) ) . Here we omit the details. 
Before we prove the next proposit ion, let us recall the fol lowing evident facts. 
Lemma 5.6. Let X , X i , - • • ,Xr be topological spaces. Then: 
(1 ) If S i r - • are all subsets of X , then c \ {S iU • • - U Sp) = c ^ ^ i ) U • • • Ucl(5g). 
(2) IfTi C X i , - - - ,Tr C Xr，then c l (T i x . . . x 7；) = c l (T i ) x ••• x cl(T；). 
The fol lowing result is very useful in the subsequent sections. 
Proposition 5.7. Let Ap be a subset of the real Banach space Yp (p = 0,…,n). 
Suppose 0 e Ap for all p, and let 
/ n � n 
A ^ U o \ { 0 } x J J A J U { ( 0 , - - - = (5.11) 
\ P=l J P=0 
Then the following statements hold: 
( \ 
(1) c l (A) 二 c l ( A ) \ { 0 } ) x ; Q c l ( / y U { ( 0 , . . . , 0 ) } . 
\ P=i / 
n 
⑶ For any (Co,…，Cn) 6 YlVp， 
p=0 
/ m \ 
c l (A) + (co , . . . , c j = (c l(為 \ { 0 } ) + Co) X n ( c l ( A > ) + Cp) U { ( c o , …， c j } . 
\ P=1 / 
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(3) Suppose I C {0, • • • , n } is a nonempty index set containing 0，and J = 
{〇，..• , n} \ / . Assume that the sets Ai are LAC at 0 for i ^ I while other 
sets Aj are locally closed at 0 for j e J. Then the set A is LAC at (0, • • • ,0) . 
n 
( 4 ) IfO e c l (A) \ {0})； then c l (A) = ] ] [ c l ( A p ) . 
p=0 
Proof. 
(1) I t can be derived using Lemma 5.6. 
n 
(2) Given ( C Q , … , G [ Yp, the conclusion follows by the t ranslat ing the 
p=0 
equali ty in (1) by the element (CQ, . . . ， C J . 
(3) We may assume that I = { 0 , . . . , mj for some 0 < m < n. Since for each 
i e I , Ai is L A C at 0, there exist a neighborhood Vi of 0 and a sequence 
{ c f } C Yi converging to 0 as A: 一 oo such that for all /c 6 N, 
( d ( A ) ) + c j ) n K) C A ) \ { 0 } (5.12) 
( c l ( A ) + cf) n C A \ { 0 } (1 s z s m) . (5.13) 
Hence the sequence {c^} C Y given by c^ = (c j , c^, • • • , c ^ , 0, • • • , 0) con-
verges to 0 as /c ^ 00. On the other hand as A j is locally closed at 0 for each 
j G J , there exists a neighborhood Vj of 0 such tha t 
c\{Aj) n Vj C Aj. (5.14) 
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m n 
Thus V = Vi X Vj is a neighborhood of (0，• • •，〇)• As a result, 
i 二Q j = m + l 
{cl{A) + c") n 
- / m \ / n y 
= ( d ( A ) \ {0 } ) + 4 ) n ^o) X ll{c\{A,) + c'^) nvAx I J J n v^ . 
_ \i=l / \j=m+l J _ 
/ rn \ / n \ 
\i=l J \j^m+l J 
/ m \ / n \ 
c \ {0 } ) X 1 1 (為 \ { 0 } ) X n ^^ 
c M W , 
(5.15) 
where the first equality follows by (2) and the first inclusion follows from 
(5.12), (5.13), (5.14) and the assumptions 0 G Ap for all p. Therefore A is 
LAC at ( 0 ’ . . . ,0). 
(4) First observe that by Lemma 5.6 (1) and the assumption 0 G cl(/lo \ {〇}) 
d ( A ) ) = cl(Ao \ {0 } U {0 } ) = cl(A) \ {0 } ) U {0 } = d ( A ) \ {0 } ) . 
(n \ 
Then, by (1) we obtain c l ( ^ ) 二 U {(0, • • • ,0) } . The desired 
\ P = 0 ) 
result follows as 0 E A^, for all p. 
• 
5.2 First order necessary conditions 
5.2.1 Introductory remark 
We are going to consider the main results giving the first order necessary condi-
tions for a pair of two problems, one without operator constraints and one wi th 
(j])crator constraints, namely, 




subject to X G 
where X and Y are Banach spaces, F : X ^ Y is a. mul t i funct ion, Q is a 




subject to Gi{x) n ( - A ^ ) + 0, i 二 1,... ,m (5.17) 
X e^, 
where - • • , YM are real Banach spaces, F X ^ Y, GI \ X YI 
for i 二 I , . - - , m are mult i funct ions, 0 C X , 0 A j C for all 
i 二 1，...，m, and 0 is a relat ion set in Y containing the origin. We let 
Gq = F and Yq = Y . 
I n this section and the next section, the language of var iat ional analysis w i l l 
be heavily used. Readers may refer to Section 2.5 for the definit ions of various 
derivatives, normal cones and related properties. 
Respectively for each of above two problems, we introduce the fol lowing defi-
ni t ions for a feasible pair (x, y) G gph(F ) : 
Definition 5.8. The point (x, y) is 
(1) a fuzzy Fritz John point with respect to (5.16) if it satisfies: for every e > 0, 
there exist (x^yi) G gph(c l (F ) ) n ( ( x , y ) + d B ) ， G cl( l^) H (x + eM),仍 G 
d ( e ) n d B and (x*,?/*) e X* x Y* with | | (x*,y*) | | = 1 such that 
{ x \ - f ) G gph(c l (F ) ) ) + d T , 
- X * G 7 V ( X 2 ; C 1 ( Q ) ) + £ B * , 
y^ G -7V(2/2;C1(0)) +£B*, and 
0 G I ) * c l ( F ) ( x i , + N{x2； c\{n)) + £B*. 
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(2) a Fritz John point with respect to (5.16) if it satisfies: there exists {x*, y*) G 
X * X Y* with | | ( x * , = 1 such that 
X* G D*cl(F)(x,y)(y*),-x* e N{x]c\{n)),y* G -7V(0; c l ( e ) ) , and 
(5.18) 
(3) a Lagrange point with respect to (5.16) if it satisfies: there exists y* G — c l ( 0 ) ) 
with 11^ *11 = 1 such that 
0 G D*d{F){x, y)(2/*) + N{x] (5.19) 
(4) an inverse point with respect to (5.16) if it satisfies: there exists x* G N{x] cl{fl)) 
with | | x * | | = 1 such that 
0 G D*c\{F-')(y, x){x*) + 7V(0; - c l ( 0 ) ) . (5.20) 
(5) a fuzzy Fritz John point with respect to (5.17) if it satisfies: for any e > 0； 
there exist {xo,yo) e gph (F ) n ((x, y ) + £：®), [oc”yi) e gph (Gy n ((无，访）+dB) 
fz = !,••• ,m),xe nn{x+£M), yo e en(£B)，y, 6 (1 < i < 
m) and ( x ^ , . . .， r r : ？/。*,... , y*J G ( 1*广+ 1 x (7*广+1 of unit norm such that 
{ x l . - y D G 7V((xo,?/o) ;gph(F))+£B% G gph(G,) ) + sB* 
m), yl e -7V(yo； e) + dT，y: e K) + dT〈1 < < $ m), 
m 
- ^ X* 6 N{X] Q) + dT，and 
i = 0 
m 
0 G D^F{xo, yoWo) + J ] 力 办 , ， + N(x- Q) + ^B*. 
(6) a Fritz John point with respect to (5.17) if it satisfies: there exists 
m 
(:cS，...，<^，"。*,…，24) e p r 广 + 1 X n 
2 = 0 
with 
l(工S，...，<i,"S，-.. ,?4) l l = 1 
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such that 
xo e D*F{x,y){y*),xl G fi = 1,... ,m) 6 -A^(O;0), 
m 
y： e Az) (z = 1,... , m 入 - E 工：e N{x; ft) and 
i=0 
m 
0 G v M ) + 幽;)+ iV(x; (5.21) 
(7) a Lagrange point with respect to (5.17) if it satisfies: there exist y^ G — 0 ) 
and y* G —N{—yi] Ai) (i = 1,..、m) with ||(j/o, • . . , = 1 such that 
m 
0 e + 办,助 l^yr) + N { x - n ) . (5.22) 
2 = 1 
We leave the interpretat ion of a Fr i tz John point in (6) of the above def ini t ion 
to the Subsection 5.3.1 by considering a special case of which the functions are 
defined on R^ and smooth. Other definit ions can be interpreted similarly. 
5.2.2 Without operator constraints 
I n this subsection we prove a main theorem of this chapter, which is a recent 
result by Bao and Mordukhovich [3, Theorem 4.6] in necessary condit ions for a 
fu l ly local minimizer of the problem (5.16) (cf. Def in i t ion 3.12 (1)). 
The fol lowing two lemmas are consequences of Proposi t ion 5.7 (3) and (4). 
Lemma 5.9. Let 0 and Q be the sets given in problem (5.16). Given x ^ Q. 
Suppose G is LAC at 0. If either Vt is locally closed at x or Q is LAC at x, then 
the set (cf. (3.6)) 
IS LAC at (0,0) . 
Lemma 5.10. IfO G c l(e\{0}). thendiSfm) = x cl(e), where Sf^ 
is the set given in Lemma 5.9. 
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Remark 5.11. In Lemma 5.9, the conclusion may not hold if the assumption 
IS LAC at 0” IS dropped. We let Q = R, x = 0 and 9 = { 0 } U [ 1 , +oo) C R. Note 
G is not LAC at 0. Then the above set 6 / ^ = (R x [1, +oo) ) U { ( 0 , 0 ) } which 
is not LAC at (0,0). In the proof of [3, Theorem 4.6], Bao and Mordukhovich 
asserted that if fl is LAC at x and G is locally closed at 0, then the above set 
Qfm is LAC at (0, 0). The example just given indeed refutes their assertion. On 
the other hand, they also claimed that the conclusion of Lemma 5.10 must hold 
without mentioning the assumption 0 G c l ( 0 \ { 0 } ) . We see that our example is 
a counter example to this claim. 
Theorem 5.12. Let (x, y) be a fully local minimizer to the problem (5.16), where 
X and Y are Asplund spaces, and the relation set 0 satisfies 0 G c l ( 0 \ { 0 } ) . 
Assume that either one of the following conditions (l)-(4) is satisfied: 
(1) g p h ( F ) and Q are locally closed at (x, y) and x respectively. Moreover 0 is 
LAC at 0. 
(2) g p h ( F ) is locally closed at (x, y), Q is LAC at x and 0 is LAC at 0. 
(3) g p h ( F ) is LAC at (x, y), Q is locally closed at x and 0 is LAC at 0. 
(4) gph (F ) , Q, and 6 are LAC at (x, y), x and 0 respectively. 
Then the following versions of necessary conditions for the point (x, y) hold: 
A . FUZZY VERSION 
The point (x, y) is a fuzzy Fritz John point. 
B . FRITZ JOHN VERSION 
Assume further that either one of the following assumptions is fulfilled: 
(I) Both cl(Q) and c l ( 9 ) are SNC at x and 0 respectively. 
(II) c l ( e ) IS SNC at 0 amd c l (F ) is PSNC at {x,y). 
( I l l ) cl(Q) IS SNC at X and is PSNC at {y,x). 
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(IVJ c l (F ) IS SNC at {x,y). 
Then (x, y) is a Fritz John point. 
C . L A G R A N G E VERSION 
Assume either (I) or (II) holds. Suppose also that the mixed qualification condi-
tion 
幻(0) n c l ⑴ ) )）= { 0 } (5.23) 
ts satisfied. Then (x, y) is a Lagrange point. 
D . INVERSE VERSION 
Assume either (I) or (III) holds. Suppose also that the inverse qualification con-
dition 
x) (0) n 7V(0; c l ( e ) ) = { 0 } (5.24) 
IS satisfied. Then (x, y) is an inverse point. 
Proof. We let 
By Lemma 5.10 under the assumption 0 G c l ( 0 \ { 0 } ) , we get 
V) - cliSfm) = Cl(f^) X{y-d(e)). (5.25) 
As (x, y) is a fu l ly local minimizer for problem (5.16), by Proposi t ion 3.15 i t is 
a local Q/爪 -minimal point for gph (F ) . I f either (1) or (2) holds, then gph (F ) 
is locally closed at { x , y ) and Qfm is L A C at (0,0) by Lemma 5.9. I f either (3) 
or (4) holds, then by Lemma 5.9 again, gph (F ) and Qfm are L A C at { x , y ) and 
(0,0) respectively. I t follows tha t any one of cases (1) to (4) implies one of the 
assumptions in Theorem 5.3 (1) to (3) (pu t t ing A = gph (F ) and 6 = 0 / ^ in 
Theorem 5.3). Hence, by apply ing Theorem 5.3 and tak ing account of (5.25), 
{x,y) is a local extremal point of the set system {c l (gph (F ) ) , cl(Q) x {y-c\{Q))}. 
By the approximate extremal principle (Theorem 4.3), for al l £ > 0, there exist 
{xuvi) e g p h ( c l ( F ) ) n ( ( x , ^ ) + £ B ) , {X2,y-y2) G {c\(Q)x{y-c\{Q)))x{{x,y)+eM) 
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and {x\y*) e X* x Y* w i t h ||(x*,2/*)|| = 1 such tha t 
(x*, 1 * ) G 7V( ( x i , y i ) ; gph (c l (F ) ) ) + | b * , 
- X * e 7V(x2;c1(Q)), and 
y* e N{y - y 2 \ y - cl(e)) + |b* 二 -N(y2； cl(e)) + 臺B*. 
We arrive at the fuzzy version. 
The next step is to prove the Fri tz John version. App ly ing Corol lary 4.4 for the 
above settings, we have for al l k e N, there exist sequences {(xik, Pik,工y2k)} C 
X X y X X X y and { ( x j ^ , y*让,？^)} C X* xY* x X* xY* where for all k 
{xik. yik) e gph(cl(F)),X2/c G cl(n),7/2fc ey-cl(0), 
(X；,, y L ) e H 工 I k , mk); gph(c l (F ) ) ) , (5.26) 
X；, e N(x2k； cliQ)) and y；, G N(y2k； y - cl(e)) 
such tha t for al l k, 
\{xik,yik)-(无，歹))ll < k-i, \\x2k —到I < k-\ \\y2k-y\\ < k] 
+ and (5.27) 
l - k - ' < + l i f e， 2 4 ) II < 1 + A：-^  
By the last l ine of (5.27) we know the sequences and { f e , ? / ^ / , ) } are 
bounded. As X and Y are Asp lund spaces, any bounded set in X* or Y* is weak* 
sequentially compact (see Theorem 2.9). Therefore we may assume there exist 
xl,x2 e X* and yl,y2 e Y* such tha t 
^ a s k ^ o o . (5.28) 
The second line of (5.27) implies for al l k, < /c- i and M k + V k W < k - 、 
Passing to l im i t we get x l + x^ = 0 and y l + y^ = 0. Let 二 = - x ^ and 
y* = - y * 二 Using (5.26) and the first l ine of (5.27) and passing to l im i t , we 
arrive at 
- X * E N{x]c \ {Q.) ) and (5.29) 
y* G N{y, y 一 cl(0)) = 7V(0; —cl(e)) = -iV(0; cl(0)). 
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This proves (5.18). I t remains to show ||(x*,y*)\\ = 1. As the Mordukhovich 
normal cone is a cone, i f we can show (x*^y*) • 0, then after scaling {x* 
has uni t norm and (5.29) st i l l holds. Then we finish the proof of the Fri tz John 
version. To verify (x*, y*) • 0, we assume that (x*, y*) = 0. Then xl = x^ = 0 
and y l = y2 = 0. I f (I) holds then | | : r ; 』 0 and 一 0 as /c — oo. I f 
( I I ) holds then —> 0 as A; —> cx) by the SNC assumption and ^ 0 as 
A; —> oo by the PSNC assumption. I f ( I I I ) holds then 0 as /c ^ oo by 
the SNC assumption and 一 0 as /c 一 oo by the PSNC assumption. I f ( IV) 
holds then ？/IA;)II 0 as /C ^ OO by the SNC assumption. Therefore, also 
considering the second line of (5.27), i f either (I) or ( I I ) or ( I I I ) or ( IV) holds we 
obtain y2k)\\ 0 as /c ^ oo contradict ing the th i rd line of (5.27). 
The proof of the Fri tz John version is completed. 
Now we prove the Lagrange version. We use the same notations in the proof 
of Fri tz John version. Then by (5.18), 0 6 D * c l ( F ) ( x , y){y*) + N{x; c l (n ) ) . Thus 
(5.23) holds for y* e - i V ( 0 ; c l ( e ) ) (by th i rd line of (5.29). To show ||y*|| = 1, 
i t suffices to show y* • 0 (the reason is similar to the case in the proof of the 
Fri tz John version). Suppose y* = 0. I f (J) or { I I ) hold, then c l (0 ) is SNC at 
0 and thus | | y 5 』 ^ 0 as A: ^ oo. By the second line of (5.27)丨丨？/]^ 』一 0 as 
k — oo. Consequently, f rom the second line of (5.26) and (5.28), {xlj^, y l f j G 
yik)] c l (gph(F) ) ) , x j ^ x* and — 0 as A: — oo. This implies 
X* G D*Mc\{F){x,y){0) . As x* G -N{x]c\{n)) by the second line of (5.29), 
invoking the mixed qualif ication condit ion (5.23) we get 
X* G D l ,c l {F ) {x ,歹 ) (0 ) n cl⑴)）二 { 0 } 
imply ing x* = 0. Thus {x*,y*) = (0, 0), which contradicts the fact that = 
1 shown in the proof of the Fritz John version. This completes the proof of the 
Lagrange version. 
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For the inverse version, we first convert the problem such that the objective 
function becomes instead of F. As (x, y) is a local 0 / ^ - m i n i m a l point of 
gph(F) , there exist neighborhoods U oi x and V oi y such that 
gph(F) n [(x, y) - {{x-n)x{e\{0})) U {(0, 0)}] n{UxV) = { (x , y ) } 
implying 
gph(F-i) n [(仏 x) — ((e \ {0}) x(^-Q))u{(0,0)}] n(VxU) = m 旬}. 
Thus {y, x) is a local 9 -min ima l point to the set gph(F~^) where 
0 = ( ( e \ { O } ) x ( x - ^ 7 ) ) U { ( O , O ) } . 




subject to y e y — Q 
where F^^ : Y" =4 X and the relation set on X is x — ft. Now we consider the 
whole theorem for this new problem. We observe that if one of the assumptions 
(1) to (4) and one of (I) and ( I I I ) hold w i th respect to problem (5.16), then 
one of the assumptions (1) to (4) and one of (I) and (I I ) hold w i th respect to 
problem (5.30). However to apply the Lagrange version we need to check (5.23) 
is true w i th respect to problem (5.30). Notice 7V(0;cl(e)) == —7V(0; —d(e) ) 二 
- N { y , y - c l (e ) ) = —TV(识 d(歹—6)) . Therefore the left hand side of (5.23) for 
the problem (5.30) is 
Dl,cl{F-'){y, x){0) n -N{y, y - cl(没一cl(e))) 
= x m n 7V(0; cl(e)) 二 {0} 
by (5.24). Hence using the Lagrange version for the problem (5.30) we deduce 
that there exists 
X* G -yv(o； ci(:r - n)) 二 _yv(o; X - c l ( n ) ) = 释 , d ( n ) ) 
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of un i t norm such tha t 
0 x){x*) + N{y, c\(y - 9 ) ) 
=D*cl{F-^){y,x){x*) + 7V(0; —cl(e) ) 
which is precisely (5.20). We thus finish the proof of the inverse version and also 
the whole proof. • 
I f the constraint set Q ^ X , then apply ing the previous theorem we obtain 
the fol lowing generalized Fermat rule. 
Corollary 5.13. Consider the problem (5.16) where X and Y are Asplund spaces, 
g p h ( F ) is locally closed at (x, y), 9 are locally closed and LAC at 0, and Q = X. 
Given {x,y) G gph (F ) . Assume either 0 is SNC at 0 or F'^ is PSNC at (y,x). 
Suppose {x, y) is a fully local minimizer of the problem. Then 
0 G D*F{x,y){y*) for some y* € —iV(0; 0 ) with ||?/*|| = 1. 
Proof. By the given assumptions, the assumption (1) in Theorem 5.12 is satisfied. 
Clearly Q = X is SNC at x , so does its closure. Owing to the SNC property of 
e at 0’ by Proposi t ion 2.45, c l ( 0 ) is also SNC at 0. Th is implies (I) in Theorem 
5.12 holds. I f F - i is PSNC at ( y , x ) , then since gph(i^—i) is local ly closed at 
we have ” is also PSNC at ( y , x ) . The condi t ion ( I I I ) in Theorem 
5.12 is satisfied. As a result, we can apply the Fr i tz John version of Theorem 5.12 
tha t there exists e X* x Y* w i t h \\{x*,y*)\\ 二 1 such tha t 
G ITc戰无,献)=D*F(x,yXy*) 
- X * e N(x; d(Q)) = N(x; X) = { 0 } so x* = 0’ and 
y* G -7V(O;c l (0 ) ) = - 7V (O ;0 ) 
(cf. Proposi t ion 2.40 (5)). The proof is thus completed. • 
Indeed the wel l -known s i tuat ion [25, Proposi t ion 1.114] is a corol lary [3，Re-
mark after Corol lary 4.9] of the previous result. 
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Corollary 5.14. Given a lower semicontinuous function / : X —> R where X is 
Asplund and let x G d o m ( / ) be a minimizer of f . Then 0 G d f { x ) . 
Proof. By apply ing Corol lary 5.13 to the mul t i func t ion F : X K given by 
F{x) = {aeR: f { x ) < a} (gph(F) = ep i ( / ) ) , we obta in 0 6 D*F{x, f { x ) ) { l ) = 
dm. • 
5.2.3 With operator constraints 
I n this subsection we discuss the vector opt imizat ion problem (5.17) consisting 
of bo th a geometric constraint and f in i tely many operator constraints. First we 
introduce what is meant by a fu l ly local minimizer of the problem (5.17). 
Definition 5.15. The point (x, yo) G gph(F) is a fully local Q-minimizer of 
the problem (5.17) if it is a fully local Q-minimizer of problem (5.16) where the 
constraint set is 
m 
Qnpl G:Y、-K、= and Gi{x) n、-K) 边 for all i 二 1,…，m}. 
i=i 
To solve the problem (5.17) we want to t ransform i t to a problem in the form 
of problem (5.16) of which the constraint set is kept to be the or iginal constraint 
set Q whi le F and 0 are replaced. I f this can be done, the objective funct ion and 
the relat ion set should be related to GVs, 6 and A?s. Then we can apply the 
previous results to this case. Indeed we have the fol lowing result. 
Proposition 5.16. If (x,互•) is a fully local Q-minimizer of the problem (5.17) 
and let 访 G G樹 fl (-A^) (i = 1, .、m). Then (x,歹•，…，Vm) is a fully local 
Q-minimizer of the problem 
minimize Fix) 
(5.31) 
subject to X e 
m m 
where F : X ^ Yi and 0 C Yi are respectively defined by 
i = 0 2 = 0 
F{x) = F{x) X Gi{x) X . . . Gm{x) for all x e X (5.32) 
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and 
0 ^ ( e \ { O } x ( A i + y i ) x . . . x (Am + Vm)) U {(0, 0，... ’ 0)} . (5.33) 
Proof. As (x, yo) is a fully local 9-minimizer of the problem (5.17), by definition 
there exist neighborhoods U of x and V of yo such that 
F{n n [ / ) n (歹0 — e ) n = {歹。} (5.34) 
m 
where Q = 门门 G^i)—A;). We are going to show that 
i=l 
m 
F{nnu)n{{yor-- ,yn)-e)n(v xl[y^ = {{yor'- .Vm)} (5.35) 
2=1 
where F and 0 are defined in the statement. Let ( j j q , • •. , i/m) belongs to the left 
hand side of (5.35). To establish (5.35), we only need to show that 
( j j o ,…,ym) = {yo, •. •，歹m). (5.36) 
To do this, we note that {yo, . . . , y爪）e (yo, . . . - B, 
y o ^ V (5.37) 
and there exists x e QnU such that 
yo e F{x),yi e Gi(x), i = 1,.. • ,m. 
By (5.33) i t follows that unless (5.36) holds, 
y o - y o e Q \ {0 } (5.38) 
and Pi - Pi ^ Ai -h yi {I <i <m) and so x e G?:(^-ki) for each i. Consequently 
X ennu Siudyo e F(n n U). By (5.37) and (5.38) i t follows from (5.34) that 
yo = yQ contradicting yo + yo (see (5.38)). This means that (5.36) must hold and 
the proof is completed. • 
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Remark 5.17. Bao and Mordukhovich [3, Proposition 5.1(a)] provided the above 
result for the case m = 1 except the relation set 0 is replaced by Go = 0 x ( A i + ^ i ) . 
The following example shows that their result is not correct. We take X = Y = 
Yo = n = R, x = 0, F = f where f { x ) = Gi = gi where gi{x) = a;，e 二脱+ 
and A i = M. Then 0 is a fully local minimizer of the problem (5.17), but (0，0, 0) 
is not a Qo-minimal point of the problem (5.31). 
For the fol lowing three lemmas, the first one is a consequence of Proposit ion 
5.7 (3), the second one is a a consequence of Proposi t ion 5.7 (4), and the th i rd 
one can be easily checked. 
Lemma 5.18. Under the same notations as Proposition 5.16, suppose that G 
and Ai fz = 1, • • • ,m) are locally closed at 0 and —yi (i = 1,... respectively. 
IFE IS LAC at 0，then 0 is LAC at 0. 
Lemma 5.19. Under the same notations as Proposition 5.16, if 0 G cl(0 \ {0}), 
m 
then c l ( e ) = c l ( e ) x J J ( c l ( A , ) + 级). 
Lemma 5.20. Let , Sn be subsets of a vector space X. Then for any 
/ n \ n 
xq e X, P i Si + :ro = + 工0). 
\i=l J i=l 
The fol lowing result modifies the one proved by Bao and Mordukhovich [3, 
Theorem 5.2] of which the proof is not the or iginal one given there. Bao and 
Mordukhov ich only considered one operator constraint and the necessary condi-
t ions are established through coderivative sum rule and chain rule (see Chapter 
3 of [25]). The PSNC assumptions of the mappings and some constraint quali-
fications are crucial in order to apply those rules. As a result, they formulated 
only the Lagrange version (where m = 1) of the fol lowing theorem. Nevertheless, 
we consider m operator constraints, use the extremal pr inciple where the set sys-
tem concerned can have more than two sets, and provide the fuzzy, Fr i tz John, 
Lagrange version of necessary condit ions like Theorem 5.12. Furthermore, our 
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result is more useful to generalize the known results which w i l l be discussed in 
the next section. 
Theorem 5.21. Let {x, yo) be a fully local Q-minimizer of the problem (5.17), 
where X, Y and Yi (for all i ) are Asplund spaces, and the relation set 0 satisfies 
0 G c l ( 9 \ { 0 } ) . Also let yi 6 Gi{x) f l (—A^) for each i 二 1,... ,m. Suppose the 
following assumptions are true: 
(1) n , 0 , Ai , gph (F ) and gph(Gi) (for all i ) are locally closed at x, 0’ —yi, (x, ^o) 
and (x, yi) (for all i ) respectively. 
(2) 0 IS LAC at 0. 
Then the following versions of necessary conditions for the point (x,歹〇，..• , Vm) 
hold: 
A . FUZZY VERSION 
The point {x, yo) is a fuzzy Fritz John point. 
B . FRITZ JOHN VERSION 
Assume further that either one of the following is satisfied: 
(I) 9 is SNC at 0，Ai is SNC at -yi for all i , and the mappings F and Gi 
(for all i ) are PSNC at (x, yo) and (x, yi) (for all i ) respectively. 
(II) Vt is SNC at X, 9 is SNC at 0, Ai is SNC at -yi for all i , and there exist 
m mappings from the set {Gi : z = 0, • • • , m } so that they are PSNC at 
(x, yi) respectively. 
Then (x, ^o) is a Fritz John point. 
C . LAGRANGE VERSION 
Assume either (I) or (II) holds. Suppose also that the following mixed qualification 
conditions are satisfied: 
/ m \ 
D l , F { x , yoM + y,)(0) = { 0 } , and (5.39) 
\ / 
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( r n \ 
Y . = {0} for alii = ，m-1. 
(5.40) 
Then (x, yo) is a Lagrange point. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.16, (x,歹•，巩，•..，Vm) is a ful ly local 0-minimizer of the 
problem (5.31) where F and 0 are given in (5.32) and (5.33) respectively. From 
Proposition 3.15, Lemma 5.18 and Theorem 5.3 (1) we see that under the assump-
tions (1) and (2), (x, yo^yi, - • • , ym) is a local extremal point of the set system 
{ci(gph(^^))，(^,^,A,.. - - c i ( e ' ) } 
where Q' = {(x - Q.) x B \ {0}) U {(0,0)}. As cl(e') = {x - d { n ) ) x cl(e) x 
m 
(cl(A^) + yi) by Lemma 5.19，（5’ 歹•，仏，• • • , ym) is a local extremal point of 
m 
the set system {c l (gph(F)) , c l (B ) } where B = n x {yo - Q) x J J ( - A i ) . Note 
i=l 
m m 
that gph(F) = where 為 = { O o , y o , . . . ,2/m) ^ X x J^y^- : {xo,yi) G 
i=0 j=0 
c l (gph(Gy)} for all i . Then by Lemma 5.20, we see that (x, yo ,y i , . . • , Vm) is a 
local extremal point of the set system {為，•. • , A ^ , c l (B ) } . For a given £ > 0, 
by applying the approximate extremal principle (Theorem 4.3) w i th considering 
the assumption (1) and the fact that for a l H = 0, • • • , m, 
m 
N{{x,yor-' = ，?4) e x * X 1 [ y * ： 
j=o (5.41) 
{x\y；) e 7V((x,^,);cl(gph(G,))) and y* = 0 for j + z}, 
there are sequences 
/ m \ 2 
{(yO,yi,...，?/m，歹。，5l，..- C I n ， 
Wo / 
and 
�� ~ f^ V 
{iy*…y*k,…说,讯,…^Vm)} c Y l v * 
Wo ) 
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such tha t 
Ggph(G,)n((x,y,)+£B) (i = 0,...，m), 
(^o,yo - • •. ,ym) ^ Bn ((x,yo,...,互爪）+dB), 
e mxi,y,y,gph(G,)) + 饥 + 肌 + = 0, . . . , m ) and 
{ x \ y l - - - H 子0, y-yor-- + 呂 二 i ) , 
爪 (5.42) 
w i t h 
/ rn \ 
X* + X* = 0, y* — - —y* for al l z = 0, • • • ,m, and 
X �� 〜 （5.43) 
X I I I I I + IK王沉,…，Dl l = 1. 
\2=0 / 
Letz/ = - 沉，…，歹;Jll =max{ | | : cS | | , . . . , I f c J I J沉 | |广 . , \ \ y * J \ } . From 
(5.43) and the tr iangle inequality, we have 
m 
1 = ^ m a x { | | x * | | , \\y-\\} + m a x { | | F | | , ••• , || ⑶ | } 
i=0 
m m 
<E(ii<ii+ 11^*11) +11^*11+ E 1^*1  
i=0 z=0 
m m m 
< EdKii +11^*11)+ E 1^ *^1+ E 1^*1  
i二0 z=0 2=0 
< 4 (m + l) iy 
and so z/ ^ 0 and 
1丄 1、. (5.44) 
4 ( m + 1) 
We let A；* = ^ and = ^ (0 < i < m). I t follows f rom (5.42), (5.43) and 
(5.44) tha t 
I ^ i： • • • , ( % * ， … ， 3 C ) II = 1, 
(A?, - y : ) e N((x„ y,)-gph(G,)) + 2 ( 二 2),(义=〇，..•，m) 
/ ^ ^^^ \ 
( i … ， ： ) e 7V((xo,歹-‘…，5m); B) + 2(二2严 and 
/ ^ \ 
\i=0 / 
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m 
As a result, A'； G . , . B * , - V a ； * g + 
2(m + 2) ^ 2 
(0 < 2 < m), J^ o* e -N{yo-0) + d T and y： G K) + ^B* (1 < z < m). 
Therefore the fuzzy version is seen to be true. 
B y invoking Corol lary 4.4 for the extremal system {AQ, A i , • • •，Am, c l ( 5 ) ; (x,歹or . • , Vm)} 
w i t h considering the local closedness assumption (1) and (5.41) for i = 0, • • • , m , 
there exist sequences 
{Oofc,工Ik, ... , Xmk, Xk)} C pT)爪+2, 
—— 〜 f ^ Y 
{(yOk^yik, . . . . . . ^Vrnk)} C 丄 l ^ i ， 
\i=0 ) 
{(TS/c’^fc，〜，<^&，动}〔（义*广+2 and 
—— 〜 Y 
{i:y*Qk,y*ik,.'. ,歹:c I [ [ Y * 
\i=0 ) 
such tha t 
Oz’ Vrk) e gph(G,) n ((x,级）+eM) ( 0 < z < m ) , 
Xk e f l , yok e 0, Vik G -A i (1 < 2 < m), 
(至fc, vq - yok,互Ik,…，Vrnk) e 仇，…，Vk) + eB, (5.45) 
[ 工 e 々(Ozfc,?M);gph(Gy) (0 < 2 < m), 
x l e N〈知 e - N { m - . e ) and 识J^ G (1 S Z S m) 
w i t h 
r / - \ 1 
max<^  4c r - k and (5.46) 
I \i=o / 丄饥 J 
1 / ^ \ 1 
1 - ^ < ( ^ g + I I • • • < 1 + ^- (5.47) 
I t follows f rom (5.47) tha t (0 < i < m) and 瓶 • . . . ^Pmk)} are 
bounded sequences, therefore by Theorem 2.9, we may assume tha t there exist 
x * , x * e X * and y;,记 6 Y* (0 < i < m) such tha t 
Xik ^ x l x l ^ F ylk ^ y h 识k ^ 试 as k — oo. (5.48) 
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Passing to l im i t k oo in (5.46) we get 
( g 工 T ) + 王* = 0 and y l = —记 for a l i i = 0，...，m. (5.49) 
Therefore, by (5.49) and passing to l im i t A: —> oo in (5.45), we obta in 
m 
X： 6 D*G,{x,y,){y：) (0 < i < G N(x-Q), 
i=o (5.50) 
To e -N{0- A,) (1 < z < m) . 
I t remains to show tha t { x q . x I , • • • 说 , … , # 0. Suppose the contrary 
tha t ( 4 , x j , - - - = 0. Then P = 0 and y* = 0 for z = 0, • • • , m 
by (5.49). Using (5.46), we see tha t either (I) or ( I I ) implies \\x*j^\\ 一 0，||x*|| —> 0， 
b i l l — 0 and \\y*j^\\ — > O a s A ; — > o o ( 0 < z < m). Th is contradicts (5.47). We 
complete the proof of the Fr i tz John version. 
For proving the Lagrange version, f irstly, under the same notat ions as the 
proof of the Fr i tz John version, we obta in f rom (5.50) tha t 
m 
0 G D*F{x, yoWo) + E 仏 ^相，级 ) (记）+ 释 , ⑷ 
2 = 1 
where 沉 G -7V(0; 6 ) and y* G - N { - y i ] Ai) (i = 1’...，m). I t suffices to show 
tha t (y*, ••• 0. Suppose tha t 械，••• = 0. Then by (5.46), we see 
tha t (I) or ( I I ) implies 一 0 and 0 as A: -> oo (0 < z < m) . 
Hence by the def in i t ion of mixed coderivative we have x- E D*mG权威0) for all 
z = 0, • • • , m . Therefore by (5.45), (5.50), the first par t of (5.49) and the mixed 
qual i f icat ion condi t ion (5.39) we know that 
/ - \ 
- F g J^i^l^G相’负)(o) n(-7V(无;n)) = {0} 
W o / 
m 
and so x* = 0. Hence ^ x* = 0. I t follows f rom another mixed qual i f icat ion con-
〜 〜 〜 
d i t ion (5.40) tha t x* = 0 for a lH = 0, • • • , m. Then ( x j , 3：:，...，：^二 5J，沉，...，歹;J = 
0 which is a contradict ion. The Lagrange version follows. • 
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5.3 Comparisons with known necessary condi-
tions 
Theorem 5.12 and Theorem 5.21 are the main results of this chapter. They are 
new at least in the following four aspects (some points are suggested in [3，Remark 
4.11]): 
(1) We consider ful ly local minimizers which are more general than part ial ly local 
minimizers (or local minimizers) seen in previous literature. 
(2) We use the LAC assumptions instead of closedness/ convexity/ pointedness 
of the ordering cones. Hence some special orderings (e.g. lexicographical 
order, preference relation in economics) can be taken into our consideration. 
(3) The assumptions on the functions, constraint sets and ordering cones are local 
assumptions (e.g. LAC property, locally closedness, SNC property, PSNC 
property) instead of global ones. 
(4) In Theorem 5.12, the first order necessary condition can be formulated using 
the inverse mult i funct ion of the objective mapping. 
In this section we present some previous results in the literature. They are also 
quoted in [3，Remark 4.11]. We wi l l see the above improvements from the follow-
ing results, and we shall discuss each of them in detail. 
5.3.1 Finite-dimensional setting 
Let us begin w i th a simple case which is the well-known differentiable nonlinear 
programming problem under the Euclidean space setting: 
minimize f { x ) 
subject to gi{x) < 0, i = 1,... ,p 
(5.51) 
giix) 二 0, z = p + l , - - - , m 
X eVt. 
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where Q is a nonempty open convex set in W^, / : R"- —> R and ^^ : R"^ ^ R (for 
al l i) are C^ functions. 
The renowned Fr i tz-John necessary condit ions for op t ima l i t y (by Fr i tz John 
in 1948) is a special case of our results. 
Theorem 5.22. [4，P. 14-6, Theorem 5.1] Let x e Q be a local minimizer of the 
problem (5.51). Then there exist real numbers /io, /^i, ••‘ , Mp, Ap+i,... , Am such 
that 
⑴ gi{x) < O f o r i = \,--- gi{x) = Qfori=p~\~l,.*. ,m， 
⑶ ( " 0 , "1,…，"p, Ap+i,…，A爪）• 0； 
� 
p m 
M o V / ( x ) + ^ 叫S/g樹 + X ] X 例 摘 = 0 ， (5.52) 
i二 1 i=p+l 
(4) = 
(5) f i i g i { x ) = 0 for i = 1, - • • ,p and \igi{x) = 0 for z = p + 1, • • • , m. 
Proof. (1) is clear. For the remaining parts, we apply the Fr i tz John version 
of Theorem 5.21 by tak ing F = f , Gi = gi {1 < i < m), Q = R+, A^ = R+ 
{I < i < p) and Ai = { 0 } {p + 1 < i < m). Notice tha t since Ct is open and 
convex, N(x] Q) = { 0 } (see Remark 2.26). Therefore there is a vector 
{D*f{x){fio), D * g i { x ) { f i i ) , … ， D * g p + i { x ) { X p + i ) , … ， 
， … , 入 J C ( ( I R ; R + I X R - + 1 ) \ { 0 } 
(5.53) 
such tha t juo > 0, jUi G -N(-gi(x);R+) C M+ (1 < z < p), Ai G - i V ( 0 ; R + ) = R+ 
(p + 1 < i < m) and 
p m 
D*f{x){fio) + Yu D、碰fJn) + Yu D*g 械 Xd = 0. (5.54) 
As / and al l gi are by Theorem 2.52 (2), (5.54) becomes (5.52). (5.53) implies 
tha t ( / i o ， 例 ， … ’ fip, Ap+ i , . . . , A 爪 ） + 0. We see tha t (2)-(4) hold. Lastly, i f i = 
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p + 1, • • ‘ ,爪 , t h e n by (1), \ i g i { x ) = 0. For a given i = 1,.. • i f g i (x) = 0 then 
of course /Liigi(x) = 0. Otherwise = 0 by the estimate j i i G —7V(—识(无)；R+). 
In any case (5) holds and we finish the proof. • 
Under addi t ional constraint qualif ications on the feasible set near the above 
point x^ one can show /io 0. Therefore, by d iv id ing the equation (5.52) by 
(jLq when necessary, we can assume 仰 = 1 . Then the necessary condit ions in the 
above theorem are called the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker ( K K T ) conditions. For details 
readers may refer to some texts on nonlinear programming say [4 . 
Through this simple s i tuat ion we may understand Theorem 5.21 or a Fr i tz 
John point of problem (5.17) (see Def in i t ion 5.8 (6)) as follows. (5.21) is a gen-
eral formula compared to (5.52). The dual elements y j , • • • in (5.21) are 
mult ip l iers. I n the Fr i tz John version, i t is possible tha t al l y* are zero, but is 
impossible after adding further restrict ions or constraint qualif ications, and this 
becomes the Lagrange version. For each z, the normal cone to A i in Def in i t ion 
5.8 (6) helps determine whether the mult ip l iers vanish. Precisely, y* = 0 i f A^ is 
convex and —访 is an interior point of A i (see Remark 2.26). 
Of course, our Theorem 5.21 generalizes far f rom the above basic result. 
5.3.2 Zheng and Ng's work 
Zheng and Ng [34, Def in i t ion 3.1] proposed the fol lowing proper ty about a closed 
convex cone called dual ly compactness. 
Definition 5.23. A closed convex cone C in Y is said to be dually compact if 
there exists a compact subset K of Y such that 
C* C W{K) 
where W{K) = {y* e Y* : < snp{{y\y) : y G K } } . 
Example 5.24. 
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(1) If Y is finite-dimensional, then any closed convex cone C is dually compact. 
This is because if we take K = the dosed unit ball in Y, then W{K) = Y* 
so of course C* C W ⑷ . 
(2) If C is a solid closed convex cone, then it is dually compact. Indeed fix 
c G i n t (C ) , then c + (^B C F for some 6 > 0. Thus for any c* 6 C*, 
0 < i n f { ( c * , y ) •.yec + SM} = (c*, c> - (^||c*|| 
and hence 
|c*|| <〈c〜罢〉< s u p | ( c * , y ) ： 2/ = . 
Therefore C* C W ( { ⑷ . 
The fol lowing result shows tha t dual ly compactness of a closed convex cone 
is a special case of the SNC property of a cone at the origin. 
Proposition 5.25. If a closed convex cone C dY is dually compact, then C is 
SNC at 0. 
Proof. By assumption C* C W{K) for some compact set K in Y. Suppose 
C 八 w* 
Hk 0, G N{yk] C) for al l k and yl ~ 、 0 as /c ^ oo. Then for each k, 
zl = - y l G ~N{yk\C)cC* C W{K) and hence 
0 < II4II < s u p { ( 4 , y ) • . y e K } = { z l w k ) (5.55) 
for some Wk ^ K (by the cont inui ty of z^ and compactness of K). As K is compact 
yj* 
we may assume Wk ^ w e K a,s k oo. Together w i t h the convergence zl ~ 、 0 
we know {zl,Wk) ^ 0 as A: —> cx). I f follows f rom (5.55) tha t = \\zl\\ 0 as 
k — oo. Hence C is SNC at 0. • 
Here we consider the unconstrained problem 
minimize F{x) 
(5.56) 
subject to X e X 
where F : X y is a mul t i func t ion between Banach spaces and Y is ordered by 
a nont r iv ia l closed convex pointed cone C cY. 
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Theorem 5.26. [34, Theorem 4-1] Let X and Y be Asplund spaces and F : 
X ^ Y be a closed multifunction (that is, gph (F ) is closed in X x Y). Suppose 
that (x, y) is a local Pareto minimizer of (5.56). Then for any £ > 0 there exist 
Xs ^ X + dB, y^ e y + eM and c* G C* with \\c*\\ = 1 such that 
0 e B*F(xs,ys)(c* -h eB*) -h £B*. 
Proof. Note tha t —N{c] C) C C* for any c e C. Also as C is a closed convex 
pointed cone (thus is not a vector subspace), C is L A C at 0 by Proposi t ion 5.4 
(3). The conclusion follows by apply ing the fuzzy version of Theorem 5.12 (take 
e = C a n d Q = X ) . • 
Theorem 5.27. [34, Theorem 4-2] Let X and Y be Asplund spaces and F : X 1 
Y be a closed multifunction. Suppose that (x, y) is a local Pareto minimizer of 
(5.56). Assume one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) F IS PSNC at {x,y) with respect to Y, that is, the set g p h ( F ) is PSNC at 
(x, y) with respect to Y. 
(2) The ordering cone C is dually compact. 
(3) i n t (C ) ^^ or Y is finite dimensional. 
Then there exists c* G C* with ||c*|| = 1 such that 0 G D*F{x,y){c*). 
Proof. By Example 5.24, (3) implies (2). I t suffices to consider the s i tuat ion that 
either (1) or (2) holds. (1) is equivalent to the PSNC proper ty of at { y , x ) 
whi le by Proposi t ion 5.25, (2) implies C is SNC at 0. Also as before, C is L A C 
at 0. Hence the conclusion follows f rom Corol lary 5.13 ( tak ing Q = C) . • 
Next we study the fol lowing constrained vector opt imizat ion problem: 
minimize Fo(x) 
subject to n ( - Q ) 0, i 二 1，…，m (5.57) 
X eQ 
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where X , Yq.Yi, - • • , Y^ be Banach spaces, Q be a closed subset of X , : X Yi 
(z = 0,1, • • • , m) be closed mult i funct ions, Yq is ordered by a closed convex cone 
Co which is not a vector subspace, and Yi is ordered by a closed convex cone Ci 
(i = l，...，m). 
Theorem 5.28. [35, Theorem 4-1] Consider the problem (5.57) where X, Yq, Yi, - • • , Ym 
are all Asplund spaces, each Fi is a closed multifunction, and (x, yo) G gph(Fo) is 
a local Pareto minimizer of the problem (5.57) and y^ G Fi{x)r]{—Ci) (^1 < i < m). 
Suppose that each Ci is dually compact and that each Fi is PSNC at (x, yi). Then 
one of the following assertion holds. 
(1) There exist c* G C* ( ^ < i < m ) such that 
m m 
二 1 and0eJ2 y,){c；) + N{x; n). 
1=0 2 = 0 
(2) There exist x* e D*Fi{x, yi){0) (0 < i < m) and w* G N{x] Q) such that 
m m 
I切*ll + X I I k * II = 1 and w* + y ^ X• = 0. 
2 = 0 i=0 
Proof. I t follows f rom Proposi t ion 5.25 tha t each CI is SNC at 0. Since Cq is a 
closed convex cone which is not a vector subspace, i t is L A C at 0 by Proposi t ion 
5.4 (3). We recall tha t -N{-Y,-CI) C C： and D * m 慨 郝 ) C D*F,{x,y)(0) 
{0 <i < m). Therefore the conclusion follows f rom apply ing the Lagrange version 
of Theorem 5.21, w i t h tak ing F, C i , • • • , Gm, 0 , A i , • . . ,八„^ in the sett ing of that 
theorem to be FQ, F I , • • • , • • • ,Cm respectively. • 
Theorem 5.29. [35，Theorem 4.2] Consider the problem (5.57) where X, Yq, >1 ’ . . .， 
are all Asplund spaces, each F^ is a closed multifunction, and (x,歹•) ^ gph(Fo) is 
a local Pareto minimizer of the problem (5.57) and 饭 G Fi{x)n{-Ci) (1 < i < m). 
Suppose that each Ci is dually compact and that each Fi is Lips chit z-like at (x, yi). 
Then there exist c* G C* (0 < i < m) such that 
m m 
^ | |c * | | = 1 and 0 G ^ ^ + N[x-n). 
2 = 0 2 = 0 
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Proof. Since al l Fi are Lipschitz-l ike at (x, yi), by Theorem 2.53，we know = 
{ 0 } . Also each F i is PSNC at the corresponding point (x, yi) by Theorem 2.48 
(4). Hence we apply the Lagrange version of Theorem 5.21 to the sett ing of this 
theorem just as the last proof w i t h not ing tha t two qual i f icat ion condit ions (5.39) 
and (5.40) in Theorem 5.21 are satisfied. The desired result is then obtained. • 
Our main results improve Zheng and Ng's work in the fol lowing aspects. First , 
in practice there may not exist local Pareto minimizers, whi le our results include 
the necessary condit ions for weaker notions like local weak/ relative minimizers. 
Second, the dual ly compactness assumption on the ordering cones can be replaced 
by a weaker assumption: SNC property at the origin. The book [25] mentions 
more cr i ter ia to check the SNC property. We remark tha t in the paper [35], Zheng 
and Ng established the above necessary condit ions by a separation theorem which 
generalizes the approximate extremal principle. 
5.3.3 Dutta and Tammer's work 
D u t t a and Tammer formulated the fol lowing necessary condi t ion for weak min-
ima l i ty by scalarization. Roughly speaking, they consider a continuous convex 
funct ional g on M} such that i f x is a weak minimizer of f , then i t is a minimizer 
oi g o f which is real-valued. The desired result can be obtained by studying the 
subdifferential oigof. Besides, this result is also a consequence of Theorem 5.12. 
Theorem 5.30. [7, Theorem 3.2] Given a single-valued locally Lipschitz mapping 
f : X M! where X is an Asplund space and R^ is ordered by a closed convex 
pointed cone K. Assume S is a closed subset of X, and let x be a weak minimizer 
of f . Then there exists v* e K* \ { 0 } such that 
Further if f is strictly differentiahle then one has 
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Proof. As x is a weak minimizer of / , we must have i n t ( i ^ ) + 0 and 0 • i n t ( i ^ ) . 
Since A' is a closed convex pointed solid cone, which must not be a vector sub-
space, Proposi t ion 5.4 (1) tells us tha t i n t ( K ) u { 0 } is L A C at 0. As K is sl convex 
subset in R ^ K is SNC at x by Theorem 2.46 (1). B y Theorem 2.48 (2), f is 
PSNC at (x, f { x ) ) . Also D l [ f ( x ) ( 0 ) = { 0 } by Theorem 2.53. The desired results 
can be obtained by apply ing the Lagrange version of Theorem 5.12 w i t h tak ing 
F = f，n = S,Q = mt{K) U { 0 } there, and using Theorem 2.56. • 
The main drawback of the abovementioned result is tha t i t requires the or-
dering cone to have nonempty interior which is not a must. We have explained 
this in Chapter 1. Also the objective mappings are restr icted to locally Lipschitz 
ones. 
5.3.4 Bao and Mordukhovich's previous work 
Bao and Mordukhov ich [2] established necessary condit ions for op t ima l i ty which 
are similar to our results, bu t they do not discuss the unif ied not ion given in 
Chapter 3 and set-valued opt imizat ion problems w i t h operator constraints done 
in this chapter. 
For a mu l t i func t ion F : X ^ Y, we define the indicator mul t i func t ion of 
n c X , A{-]n) :X=tYhy 
{ 0 } i f X e D o m ( F ) 
0 otherwise 
\ 
Also define the mapping Fq : X by 
F^{x) = F{x) + A{x] Q) for al l x G X . 
The fol lowing two results are proved in [2, Theorem 5.3, Corol lary 5 .4 . 
Theorem 5.31. Consider the problem (5.16) where X and Y are Asplund spaces, 
Q = C C Y is a closed convex cone with C \ (-C) ^ 0. Fix (x,y) e gph (F ) . 
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Assume that the constraint set Q C X is locally closed at x, gph (F ) is locally 
closed at (x, y) and the qualification condition 
D*mF{x, ym n {-N{x; n)) = { 0 } (5.58) 
is satisfied. Further assume either F is PSNC at {x, y) or Cl is SNC at x. Suppose 
one of the following cases is satisfied: 
(1) (x, y) is a local Pareto minimizer of the problem (5.16) and either C is SNC 
at 0 or FrI is PSNC at {y,x). 
(2) (x, y) is a local quasi relative minimizer of the problem (5.16) and either C 
IS SNC at 0 or F^^ is PSNC at (仏 x). 
(3) (x, y) is a local intrinsic relative minimizer of the problem (5.16) and either 
C IS SNC at 0 or F^^ is PSNC at (y, x). 
(4) (x, y) is a local relative minimizer of the problem (5.16) and either a f f (C) is 
finite codimensional or F^^ is PSNC at {y, x). 
(5) (x, y) is a local weak minimizer of the problem (5.16). 
Then we have 
0 e D*F{x,y){y*) + N{x]Q) for some y* G - A ^ ( 0 ; C ) wUh ||y*|| = 1. 
Corollary 5.32. The same conclusion of Theorem 5.31 can be obtained if the 
original assumptions are kept except the following modifications: The qualification 
condition (5.58) is replaced by 
D*F{x, y){0) n {-N{x] Q)) = { 0 } . (5.59) 
Also the assumption "F^^ is PSNC at (y, x) ” is replaced by either 
(1) “F一 1 IS PSNC at {y,x) and Q is SNC at or 
(2) "F IS SNC at (x, y) 
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Corollary 5.32 is a consequence of Theorem 5.12. To show this, first, by 
Theorem 2.46 (2), C must be SNC at 0 whenever in t (C) ^ 0. Hence if assumption 
(5) in Theorem 5.31 holds, then C is SNC at 0. Second, when applying Theorem 
5.12, we need to ensure that the relation set is LAC at 0. This is guaranteed by 
Proposition 5.4. Third, (5.59) is stronger than (5.58). Taking these three points 
into consideration and applying the Lagrange version of Theorem 5.12 under the 
assumptions given in Corollary 5.32, we get the desired conclusion. 
Chapter 6 
A weak notion: approximate 
efficiency 
In formulat ing necessary opt imal i ty conditions in last chapter we need to assume 
a 0 -m in ima l point, say, ideal/Pareto/weak minimal point, exists. Nevertheless 
in applications this cannot be guaranteed. To tackle this, one direction is to con-
sider weaker notions like relat ive/ intr insic/quasi min imal points as discussed in 
the previous chapters. For example, Bao and Mordukhovich discussed the exis-
tence of intrinsic minimal points in [2], In this chapter we are going to investigate 
on another common weak notion called approximate minimal i ty. 
Suppose ^ is a function from a nonempty set Q, to the real line. We call x G 0 
an ^-minimizer oi g {e > 0) if g{x) - e < g{x) for all x e Q. Note that if x is 
a global minimizer of g, then i t is an e-minimizer of g for any e > 0. Gutierrez, 
Jimenez and Novo [16] developed an interesting generalization for this and many 
types of approximate solutions. In this chapter we are going to discuss their 
way of generalization and scalarization results provided by them. Original ly they 
discuss the not ion on single-valued mappings, but we wi l l discuss i t on mult i func-
tions. 
84 
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For convenience, we ment ion here tha t unless otherwise specified, the defini-
t ions and the results in this chapter where the objective map is single-valued can 
be found in [16 . 
6.1 Approximate minimality 
Given two topological vector spaces X and Y, a mul t i func t ion F : X ^Y and a 
nonempty subset Q of X. Also let C C F be a nonempty set. Denote C{e) to be 
sC i f £ > 0 and take 
c ( o ) … c ⑷ . 
£>0 
Definition 6.1. Let e > 0； x G and (x, y) G gph(F). We say that (x, y) is an 
e-minimizer of the problem (3.1) if 
F{n)n{y-C{8))c{y}. 
Denote A E ( F , Q, C; e) be the collection of such minimizers. If F = f is single-
valued, then we use A E ( / , C; e) to denote the collection of all points x ^ Q. 
such that (X, f ( x ) ) G AE(F, Q, C; It follows from the above definitions that 
A E ( F , n, C ; 0 ) = P I A E ( F , Q , C ; e). (6 .1 ) 
£>0 
Remark 6.2. Here are some special cases: 
(1) If C is a convex cone, then C(e) = C for alle > 0 and so the set A E ( F , C; 0) 
is precisely the collection of Pareto minimizers M i n ( F , C). 
(2) If C is a proper solid convex cone, then the set A E ( F , Q, i n t (C ) ; 0) (i.e., the 
set C that we consider is replaced by i n t (C ) ) is precisely the collection of weak 
minimizers W M i n ( F , i l , C). 
(3) If g is an extended real-valued function on Y, we let 
A E ( P , e)全 A E (仏 Q,R+;e) = { y e n ： g(y) — £ < g{z) for all z G Q } 
=the set of all e-minimizers of g. 
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The first concept of approximate min ima l i t y which is also the most popular 
one was introduced by Kutateladze [22]. I t was generalized a l i t t le b i t to become 
the fol lowing not ion introduced by Nemeth [28] (cf. [16, Section 4.1]). 
Example 6.3. Let K cY be a pointed convex cone and H be a subset of K \ { 0 } . 
Consider C = H + K. Then for all e > 0, 
C{e) = e{H + K) =eH -\-eK = eH + K. 
We claim 0 ^ C . I f O e C , then 0 = h + k for some h e H, k e K. Then 
K \ { 0 } 3 h 二 一k G -K contradicting K is pointed. Thus 0 ^ C； implying 
0 • Cie) for any e > 0. Therefore for each £〉0，as K is a cone, 
(x, y) G A E ( F , n , C; s) ^ n{y-C{s)) = 0 (6 
o F{Q) n(y-eH - K) =(D. 
In particular when H is a singleton, that is, H = where ^ G K \ { 0 } , (6.2) 
reduces to 
(x, y) ) G A E ( F , n , C; £) O F { Q ) 
We call [x,y) an [e,^)-minimizer. When F is single-valued, the notion of {s,^)-
minimizers was introduced by Kutateladze [22]. Meanwhile, one can check the 
following statement easily: If {x, y) G then {x,y) is an {e,^)-
minimizer. for any e > 0 and ^ e K \ { 0 } . This explains why approximate 
minimality is a weaker notion than Pareto minimality. 
6.2 A scalarization result 
We can establish the necessary condit ions for approximate min ima l i t y of the 
problem (3.1) through scalarization. We find out a nice real-valued (or extended 
real-valued) funct ion G such that x is an approximate solut ion to GoF whenever 
( x , y ) is an approximate solut ion to the problem (3.1). Now we discuss some 
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properties of the set C given before which become the assumptions of the main 
result. 
Definition 6.4. A set C C Y is called 
(1) proper if ^^C ^ Y . 
(2) sM z / i n t ( C ) + 0. 
(3) pointed ifCr\{-C) C {0}，that is, C n ( - a ) = { 0 } z/0 G C and C n ( - C ) = 0 
otherwise. 
(4) coradiant if G C whenever t > 1 and c 6 C ”. 
Example 6.5. 
(1) A solid pointed cone is a solid pointed coradiant set. 
(2) For each convex set A CY containing 0，A"" is a coradiant set. Indeed for all 
( l \ 1 
y G A。and t > 1, if ty G A, then y = [ l ——0 + - { t y ) e A by convexity. 
\ t J t 
A contradiction happens. Thus ty 6 A。. 
The next proposi t ion [16, Lemma 3.1] lists some basic properties of C{e) for 
a nice set C. 
Proposition 6.6. Suppose C is a solid pointed coradiant set. Then we have: 
(1) C{£) = eC is a solid pointed coradiant set for all e > 0. 
(2) C{e2) C C{ei) whenever 0 < £i < £2. 
(3) C(0) U { 0 } = cone(C) is a solid pointed cone. 
Proof. 
(1) For £ > 0, we have that eC is solid as in t (£C) = d n t ( C ) . I f 7/ G {£C)n{-£C), 
then —y e C H ( -C^) C { 0 } and thus i y = 0 or y 二 0. Therefore eC is 
ve s 
pointed. Let y G eC. Then y = ec for some c e C. For any t > 1, 
ty 二 t{ec) = etc G eC as C is coradiant. Hence eC is also coradiant. 
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(2) Suppose 0 < £i < 82 and y e <^(£2) = S2C. Then y = for some c G C. 
Let t = — > 1. We see tha t 
Y = E2C 二 & ( £ I C ) = T{EIC) G TC{EI) C C { E I ) 
as C{£i) is coradiant by (1). Thus (^(£2) C C(ei). 
(3) I t is clear tha t cone(C) is a solid cone. Suppose y e cone((7) H (—cone(C)). 
Then y G C {e i ) and - y G 0(^2) for some £1,62 > 0. Let Sq = m in {£ i , £2 } > 
0. As C{ei) C C(£o) and C(£2) C C{eo) by (2)，y 6 C{e^) n (—C(£o)) C { 0 } 
by (1). Therefore y = 0. This implies cone(C) is pointed. We arrive at the 
conclusion. 
• 
Definition 6.7. A subset C of Y is said to be star-shaped if there exists q e C 
such that 
aq + { l - a)y G C for ally eC, a e (0 ’ 1) . (6 .3) 
Denote by ker(C) the kernel of C which is the collection of all points q e C such 
that (6.3) holds. 
Lemma 6.8. We have the following properties. 
(1) If C CY is coradiant, then ker(C) is also coradiant. 
(2) Further i / k e r ( C ) is solid, then in t (ker (C) ) is also coradiant. 
Proof. 
(1) Let q G ker(C) and A > 0. We want to show (A + l)q 6 ker(C) . For any 
y 1), + % + ( 1 - \ y eC as qe ker(C) . Therefore 
aX + 1 \ AA + 丄 
, 、 ， 、fa(X + l ) 1 - a \ 
+ 1 ) . + (1 - a、y = {aX + 1) + 丽 " J 
、 + i V aA + i y ^y 
by the assumption tha t C is coradiant. We are done. 
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(2) If q e in t (ker (C) ) and A > 0, then q-\-U C ker(C) for some neighborhood U 
of 0. Hence (A + l)q + (A + 1)[/ C (A + l ) ke r (C) C ker (C) since ker(C) is 
coradiant by (1). This implies (A + l)q e in t (ker (C) ) . 
• 
Lemma 6.9. Suppose C is a proper star-shaped coradiant set such that ker(C) 
is solid. Then the following statements hold: 
(1) c + tq e C whenever c e C, q e ker(C) and t > 0. 
(2) c + tqe C{s) whenever £ > 0, c G C{e), q 6 ker(C) and t > 0. 
(3) c l (C(e)) + (0, oo)q C int((7(£)) whenever £ > 0 and q G ker (C) . 
(4) Y =^Rq - C(£) whenever q G i n t (C ) and £ > 0. 
(5) Y = Rq — £ in t (ker (C)) whenever q G in t (ker (C) ) and £ > 0. 
(6) For all q G int(ker(C))； £： 〉0， and y e Y, there exists t G R such that 
y + tq^-c\{C{e)). 
(7) in t (c l (C(£) ) ) = in t (C(£) ) whenever e > 0. 
Proof. 
(1) Let c e C, q e ker(C) and t > 0. Since C is a star-shaped coradiant set and 
q G ker(C) , 
…一“1)(去。+(1-卦) 
(2) Given £〉0, c e C⑷，q G ker(C) and t > 0. As ^ c G C, we apply (1) that 
-c+-qeC imp ly ing c + tq e eC = C(£). 
(3) Let e > 0 and q G ker(C). We first show 
C{e) + (0，oo)q C mt{C{s)). (6 .4) 
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As q e int(ker(C)), there is a neighborhood [/ of 0 such that q + U C ker(C). 
If c e C{e) and t > 0, then by (2), {c + tq) + tU = c-{- t(q + U) C C(s). We 
get c-\- tq E int(C(£)). Hence (6.4) is justified. Next we prove the inclusion 
in (3). Let c G cl(C(£)) and t > 0. We have c = l imVa for some net 
a 
( 1 \ 
{ ” c j C C ⑷ . T h e r e f o r e l im g + - (c — Vo) = g G int(ker(C)). Hence there 
“ V ^ / 
exists V e C(e) such that q H——(c — v) G int(ker(C)). Together w i th (6.4) 
1 t 
(where q is replaced hy q-^ -{c — v) G int(ker(C))) we obtain 
( 1 \ 
c + tg 二 i； + t g + —(c — I；) G mt{C{e)). 
\ t / 
The proof is complete. 
(4) Let q G int (C) and £ > 0. For each y e Y, take S G (0,1) such that 
q — -y e C. As C{£) is a coradiant set by Proposition 6.6 (1), y e ^q — 
\{eC) c — C{e). Hence Y cRq — C{e) and of course equality holds. 
S 
(5) Let q G int(ker(C)) and £ > 0. Following the idea of the proof of (4) and 
invoking Lemma 6.8 (1)，there exists 5 6 (0,1) such that 
y ?—「£ (全int(ker(C))) C % - dnt (ker (C)) . 
The last inclusion holds because int(ker(C)) is a coradiant set by Lemma 6.8 
(2). Thus Y 二 ％ — dnt (ker(C)) . 
(6) Suppose to the contrary that there exist q G int(ker(C)), 5 > 0 and y e Y 
such that ^ + R^ C —cl(C(£)). By this, (5) and (3), we obtain: 
Y = Rq- dnt (ker (C)) = {y + Rq) — dnt (ker (C) ) — y 
C - c l ( C⑷） - d n t ( k e r ( C ) ) - y 
C - i n t ( C ( e ) ) -y = - i n t ( £ C ) - y = - d n t ( C ) 一 y 
implying Y C int (C) contradicting the fact that C is proper. Thus (6) holds. 
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(7) For a given £ > 0, i t is clear that int((7(£)) C int(cl(C(£))). For the reverse 
inclusion, fix g' G int(ker(C)) and let c e int(cl(C(£))). Then there exists S > 
0 such that c-Sq e cl(C(£)). Therefore by (3), c G c\{C{e))+Sq G int(C(£)). 
We finish the proof. 
• 
Under the same setting as Lemma 6.9, given q e int(ker(C)) and £ > 0, we 
now consider the generalized Gerstewitz function (see [12]) : —» R defined 
by 
^{A) = inf{^ e R : G ^  + cl(C(£：))} for any set ^ C F. 
Note that $ is determined by C, q and e. 
Proposition 6.10. [12, P. 892] Let A be a nonempty subset of Y and r G R. 
Then we have: 
(1) ^{A) < +00. 
(2) If there exists to e R such that toq e A + cl(C(£))，then tq e A + int(C(£)) 
for all t > to. 
(3)岸）<r if and only if rq G A + int(C⑷). 
Proof. 
(1) Let A be a nonempty set w i th a e A. Since q G int (C) , by Lemma 6.9 (4), 
a etoq- C{e) for some to G R. Then the set {t e R : tq e A + c l (C(£))} is 
nonempty and ^{A) + +oo. 
(2) If to ^ ^ is the number given in the assumption, then for t > to, we have 
tq = toq + i t - to)q G A + cl(C(e)) + (0, oo)q C A + in t (C⑷）by Lemma 6.9 
(3). 
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(3) I f ^{A) < r, then tk G A+cl{C{£)) for some t < r. Proposi t ion 6.10 (2) shows 
rq e A + in t (C(£) ) . I f r q e A ^ in t (C(£) ) , then since A + in t (C(£) ) is open, 
there exists S > 0 such that (r-6)q = rq-Sq G A + mt{C{e)) C A-\-c\{C{e)). 
Thus ^(A) < r - 5 < r . 
• 
From the previous def ini t ion we can define the wel l -known Gerstewitz funct ion 
(see [13, 14, 23]) : F 1 by ip{y) = $({"}) = mi{t e R : y e tq - c l (C(£) ) } 
for any y ^ Y. Then we can show tha t if must take real values. Indeed, by 
Proposi t ion 6.10 (1) we know if < +oo. I f there is y ^Y such tha t ip{y) = —oo, 
then by Proposi t ion 6.10 (2), y — tq G —cl(C(e)) for al l t e R, contradict ing 
Lemma 6.9 (6). 
The fol lowing result formulates the necessary condi t ion of approximate mini-
ma l i t y th rough scalarization. 
Theorem 6.11. Under the same setting as as Lemma 6.9, or more precisely, 
let C be a proper star-shaped coradiant set such that ker (C) is solid. Given 
{x,y) G gph (F ) , q G in t (ker (C) ) and e > 0. If (x,y) e A E ( F , Q, i n t (C) ; e), then 
X e AE(中 o F, n； e), where $ : ^ 1 is given by ^(A) 二 ^{A — y). 
Proof. Notice tha t by Proposi t ion 6.10 (1), ^ +oo. I f (x, y) G A E ( F , Q, i n t (C) ; £), 
then by the definit ion, 
i m ) - y ) n ( - i n t ( c ⑷ )） = 0 . 
Hence by Proposi t ion 6.10 (2) we get (<l> o F){x) > 0 for al l x e ft. Furthermore 
( i o F ) ⑷ = = i n f { t e R : tq e F{x) - y + c l (C(£ ) ) } < e 
as ^ G F [ x ) and eq G C{£). Thus we have 
($。 i ^ )(旬 一 £ s 0 s ( $ 。 i ^ O ) for all X 
imp ly ing x G A E ( $ o • 
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Remark 6.12. Theorem 6.11 also provides a necessary condition for (x, y) G 
AE(F, O, C; e) C AE(F , 17 , i n t (C ) ;e ) ; and {x,y) 6 W M i n ( F , R ] , C ) (cf. (6.1) and 
Remark 6.2 (2)). 
Example 6.13. Concerning the special case discussed in Example 6.3, when 
can we apply the previous theorem for this situation? This is possible if we add 
the assumptions that K is a solid convex cone and H is a convex set. It is be-
/ \ 
cause under these additional assumptions, we have i n t (C ) = int K) 〕 
\qeH J 
」(g + mt{K)) ^ % so C is solid. As C is convex, the set ker(C) = C is also 
qeH 
solid. Moreover, we know C = H-\-KcK \ { 0 } K C K as K is a convex 
cone. Thus C is pointed since K is pointed. In particular, C is proper. For any 
q e H and t > 1, 
t{q + K)=q + {{t - l)q + tK) C q + {{t - 1)K tK) = q -i- {K + K) = q + K. 
Thus 
tC = t{H + K) = [ j t{q + K) C \J{q + K) = H + K = C 
qeH qeH 
implying C is coradiant. We conclude that C is a proper convex coradiant set such 
that ker(C) is solid. Therefore we can apply the previous theorem, particularly 
for the most standard case of which H is a singleton. 
Final ly we provide a condi t ion [16, Proposi t ion 5.7] to ensure that the set 
ker(C) is solid. Recall the recession cone of C, 
0+C = {d e Y : y + rd e C for Siny y e Y,r > 0}. 
Proposition 6.14. Let C he a star-shaped set and q G ker(C). Then q + 0+(7 C 
ker(C) , and ker(C) is a solid set when O^C is a solid cone. 
Proof. To prove the first assertion, consider d 6 0+(C) , y ^ C and a G (0,1). 
Then 
a{q + CO + (1 - a)y = aq + {1 - a)y + ad e C + aO+C C C 
J 
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where the last inclusion follows f rom the def ini t ion of 0+C. Hence q-\-d G ker(C). 
Thus q + 0+C C ker(C) is true. Also q + in t (0+C) C in t (ker (C) ) . Therefore i f 
0+C is a solid cone, then ker((7) is solid. • 
6.3 Variational approach 
Throughout this section we let X , Fq, • • ‘ , ^ m be Banach spaces, Gi : X ^ Y^ 
(z = 0,1, • • • , m ) be mult i funct ions, Q be a subset of X , Kq be a pointed convex 
cone and K i be a convex cone in Y^ [ i = 1，…，m). We study the fol lowing 
constrained vector opt imizat ion problem (cf. Problem (5.17)) 
minimize 
subject to Gi{x) n { - K i ) ^ 0, i = ,m (6.5) 
X 
Following the idea of Def in i t ion 5.15, given e > 0 and ^ e K\{0} we say that 
a feasible pair {x, yo) G gph(Go) is an (£, (^)-minimizer of the problem (6.5) i f 
G o i n ) n { y o - £ ^ - K o ) = (D (6.6) 
m 
where h C X is given by Q = Q n Q。「【(一！^^. 
By apply ing Theorem 4.1, we can show the fol lowing fuzzy necessary condit ion 
for approximate efficiency. 
Theorem 6.15. [36, Theorem 4.3] Consider the problem (6.5) where X, Yq, - • • , Y^ 
are all Asplund spaces. Assume gph(Gi)，Ki (t) < z < m) are all closed sets. Let 
(x, yo) G gph(G'o) and assume x ^ VL (Q. is given in (6.6)). Given e > 0 and 
^ e K \ { 0 } with ll^ll < 1. Suppose (x, yo) is an (e-minimizer of the prob-
lem (6.5). Let yi G Gi{x) f l { - K i ) for each i = 1,... ,m. Then for any A > 0 
there exist Xi G D[x, \),队 G Gi{xi) H D{yi,\), x^+i G O H D{x, X), c* e K-, 
X； e (c* + 曼 I T ) + 曼ID)、0 < i < m and x^^, 6 + ^ D * 
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such that 
m+l 1 m 
= + ||c*||) < 1 + J . (6.7) 
i=Q i=0 
m 
Proof. Equip the product space X x ] w i t h the fol lowing norm: 
\{x,yo, • • • ,ym)\\ = max<^ ||x||, max \\yi\\ [ for any {x,yo, • ‘ • ,ym) ^ X x 
Q<i<m 丄丄 、 ) i=0 
We let 
A^ = - ,?/m) e X X f_ Yi : {x^Vi) e gph (Gy j> ( i = 0 ,1 , . • • , m ) and 
m 
Am+i = NX {YO-£^- KO) X YLIVI — KI). 
i=l 
m+l 
We claim tha t p | = 0. To show this, suppose to the contrary tha t there exist 
X e Cl and yi G G i {x ) such tha t 
yo Ko a n d yi e Vi - Ki C - K i 一 Ki 二 - K i = 1，...，m). 
I t turns out tha t x G Q and so y^ G n {y^ - e^ - Kq) contradict ing (6.6). 
We have proved our claim. Now we let ao = . •. = a ^ = (x,yo, - • • , ym) and 
am+i = { x , 如 — . . . , 勾 m ) . I t follows tha t 
max \ai — a ^ + J = < £ < 7 o o ( A )， . . . ， A n + i ) + 已 
0<z<m 
By Theorem 4.1, there exist a, = 0 “ 队，. • • , yi,m) ^ A and . . . , y * ^ ) e 
m 
X * X TTy^* (0 < z < m + 1) such tha t 
- >丄 J 
j=o 
m + l 
E 则 < , < 0 ,… .， < J，例石“乂⑴ < p (6.8) 
i=0 
m a x a i — a i = m a x { m a x { \ x i — x l L m a x \\yi k — VkW}： 
0<i<rn+l 0<i<m 0<k<m (6 9) 
m a x { | | x ^ + i 一 x||, \\ym+i,o - Vo + ^Cll, max \\ym+i,k _ VkW} < A, 
l<k<m 
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m+1 ( m \ 
E 二 l a n d (6.10) 
2 = 0 \ k=o J 
m+1 
I](<，?/r,o，... , y t J = o. (6.11) 
2 = 0 
Since all K i are convex cones, using Proposition 2.41 and Proposition 2.27 we 
obtain 
m 
) c N i x m + i ] n ) X K： and 
i=0 
N{af, A,) 二 {(：?：*,洲*，…，？4) ： {x\ yl) G N{{xu yi,》, gph(Gy) and y； = 0 for all k ^  i } 
for 0 < 2 < m. This and (6.8) imply that there exist 
{ x i m e gph(G,)) (0 s z s m), (6.12) 
m 
至LK e N{xm+1-M) and (c^, • •. , G J J 冗： (6-13) 
i=0 
such that 
m+1 m m m 
D K - < 1 1 + E l I记-"；；』+ z i IKfcll + !El l24+i， f 411 < 曼 . （ 6 . 1 4 ) 
i=Q 2=0 /c 二 0 
I t follows from (6.11) and (6.14) that for all /c = 0 , . . . ,m, 
〜* 〜氺 I r\ 
-Vk 二 Ifc + 0 
〜 ( \ 
= - y l + (4 - 4 ) + yl,k + y*m+i,k + X I vlk 
\ J 
‘ m "I 
= 4 + {vlk - y l ) + E yU + - 4 ) + 
By (6.11)-(6.14), one has 
4 e (4 + J^*) + J B * (a； = 0,1,….，m), 
m+1 
工;;+1 e ^(^m+1； Q) + ^O* and E 4 = 0. 
i二0 
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m 
I t remains to show (6.7). Indeed, since ^ x * = — b y (6.11), we have f rom 
i=Q 
the tr iangle inequal i ty tha t 
m + l m 
口 [ K l l . (6.15) 
i 二Q i=0 
m 
Again by (6.11)，for al l A: = 0，. •. , m，one has —ylk = Vm+^k + Y l y U and so 
i=0’i#k 
m m m 
I 丨 — l t e + l ， f c l l + Wvtkl . 
k=0 k=0 
Consequently 
m+l m m m m 
wvikW 二 y^  ife+i’�+ ii"t�+y^ 丨丨““丨 
/ \ (6.16) / m m \ \ ' 
口 [ I I 2 4 + I ’ / C " + 丨 丨 . 
By adding up the estimates (6.15) and (6.16) and making use of (6.10), we get 
/ m m m \ 
1 S 2 E | | < | | + E | | 2 4 + i ，」 | + MJ 
\i=0 k=0 i,k=Q,i# ) 
and hence (by tr iangle inequal i ty and (6.14)) 
1 m m m 
i = 0 k=0 
m m m 
^ Y . 11^ *^11 + - 411 + II4II) + I ] blkW 
i=0 k=0 
m m m 
s [ ( 1 1 4 1 1 + lk* l l ) + [ l l ? 4 + i r 4 1 1 + Y ^ blkW 
m 
Thus the first inequal i ty in (6.7) is true. Moreover by (6.10) and (6.14) we know 
tha t 
m m ^ 
+ < 1 and ^ I|c* - < 
Z = 0 2 = 0 
The tr iangle inequal i ty guarantees the second inequal i ty in (6.7) holds. We thus 
complete the proof. • 
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Index 
(e, -minimizer, 86 Frechet, 12 
£-minimizer, 85 Gateaux, 13 
e-normal, 22 strictly, 12 
direct image, 21 
Asplund space, 13 
dually compact, 76 
coderivative 








extremal system, 43 
dual, 15 
ordering, 14 function 
pointed, 14 C-convex, 17 
proper, 14 convex, 16, 17 
recession, 93 domain of, 16 
solid, 14 epigraph of, 16，17 
t r iv ia l , 14 indicator, 17 
continuous dual, 11 proper, 16 
coradiant set, 87 








closed affine, 16 
differentiable 
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closed conic, 16 minimizer 





local Pareto, 30 
algebraic, see core 
Pareto, 30 
intrinsic relative, 19 
part ial ly local, 35 




inverse image, 21 
multifunction(s), 21 
kernel of a set, 88 closure of, 21 
… 1 11 , composition of two, 21 
LAC, see locally asymptotic closedness 
domain of, 21 
lexicographical order, 66 
epigraph of, 21 
linear relation, 14 
graph of, 21 
Lipschitz-like, 25 
inverse of, 21 
local 0 -m imma l point of A, see local min-
imal point of A w i th respect to G ^ ‘ 
local asymptotic closedness, 49 non-intersecting index, 38 
local extremal point, 43 normal cone, 18 
local minimal point of A w i th respect to Frechet, 22 
e , 32 Mordukhovich, 22 
minimal point order 
ideal, 30 partial, 15 
intrinsic, 31 pre-, 15 




Fritz John, 58 
weak, 31 
fuzzy Fritz John, 57，58 
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inverse, 58 
Lagrange, 58, 59 
pointed set, 87 
preference, 34 
preference relation, 34 
proper set, 87 
pseudo-Lipschitzian, see Lipschitz-like 
PSNC, see part ial ly sequentially normally 
compact 
relation set, 14 
sequential Painleve-Kuratowski upper/outer 
l imi t , 22 
sequentially normally compact, 23 
partially, 23 
SNC, see sequentially normally compact 
solid set, 87 
star-shaped, 88 






Eidelhelt's separation, 13 
strict separation, 13, 48 
topological vector space, 11 
TVS, see topological vector space 
weak* topology, 11 
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